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Foreword

Preface

• The first part appeared as The Sound of che One Hand, trans. Yoel Hoffmann
(New York: Basic Books, 1975).-Y.H.

"What is Zen?" How many Zen masters have been asked this ques
tion, and how many, by way of an answer, have held up a book, an
apple, or some other object which happened to be within reach, and
responded with: "What is this?"
Most of us would be tempted to answer such a question by resort
ing to our knowledge of language, philosophy, or physics. Such an
answer, however, is totally irrelevant. That this is so can be proved
by means of a simple experiment: Try answering the question while
observing yourself ina mirror, or in the presence of, say, a goat. You
will soon find that something is not right.
Trying to explain why any such answer misses the point would be
like operating on a patient with a dirty scalpel, for the solution to the
problem does not lie in the search for an answer, but in the dis
appearance of the question. What is "What is!"! No more than a
trap. Only when this is understood can the question posed by the
Zen masters be properly answered.
The Zen koan, or riddle, is full of such traps; its purpose is to train
the mind to avoid them. The koan is a paradox. lt challenges our
ordinary rationality. lt is designed to break down those everyday
menta! habits which, Zen Buddhism maintains, blind us from our
nature. By the same token, the koan is intended as a spur to
our creative intuition, wherein resides our potential for awakening
from the misconceptions that ensnare us in a world of logic and
intellect, or, in Zen, a world of suffering.
But do not expect to find abstract philosophy here. The Chinese
masters who first developed koan practice abhorred the abstractions
that distance us from the concrete pmticulars of life. !t is only here,
now, in the "suchness" of things that meaning cm be sought. Hence,
the koan deals with quite ordinary events, often in an earthy and
irreverent manner.
Although composed of words, the koan does not work through
the medium of language alone. !ts purpose is rather the transmission
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Most people tend to associate Zen koans with "secret teachings."
This explains why a book published in Japan in 1916 under the title
Qendai Söjizen Hyöron [A critique of present-day pseudo-Zen]-which
disclosed the answers to the koans used in Zen trnining-caused such
a sensation. Now thar more than fifty years have passed since its
Japanese publication, however, 1 think it is time thm rhis book be
given the status of a Zen classic on the order of the Hekiganroku [The
Blue Cliff Record] and other rexts that have conr ribured so much to
the public's undersranding of Zen.
The present volume consists pr imar ily of an annorared rranslation
of rhe Kidögoroku [The sayings of Master Kidő], a rexr held in very
high regard bv Zen practirioners. This ancient Chinese masrerpiece,
togerher with the later [apanese responses to it, constirures the final
part of t he Qendai Sojizcn Hyöron.•
1 wish to draw the attention of the reader to the fact that
in Master Kidő's comments to these hundred koans, there are no
secrets. These comments were made known to Zen novices and
devotees right from the beginning. I think rhat they are as close as
one can possibly come to a "perfect" answer to a koan, and, in my
view, the "secrer" answers larer appended by Hakuin's school of
Japanese Zen were, at best, superfluous.
The koans and answers presented here should be absorbed by each
person according to his or her own nature and should serve to
deepen one's appreciation for Zen. Dr. Hoffmann's excellent rransla
tion of this seven-hundred-year-old Chinese classic, and his percep
tive commentary, make it accessible to people from all walks of life,
and this is a source of great satisfaction for me.
HIRANOSOJO

of "meanings" thar are often only hinted at by language. The koan
exchange is a form of comrnunication thar utilizes language to
convey rhe value of silent understanding, an understanding thar
rranscends the linguistic assurnptions rhar too often misshape our
perception of reality.
ln facr, many koans describe wordless enco unters between
masters. Some involve occasionally harsh physical conract berween
teacher and student. This is part of the severe discipline the novice is
required to undergo. Zen education requires no forma! book learn
ing. On the contrary, it would be more aprlv described as an
unlearn ing, the stripping away of erroneous assurnptions.
Koan practice is slow and arduous. Upon entering a rnonasrerv,
the novice is called upon to conform to the stricr rules of Zen and to
meditate forcefully on the koan everywhere and at all times. Years
might pass in concentration on a single riddle. But realizar ion occurs
with a suddenness that belies the painsrak íng effort that preceded it.
Awakened, one exercises whar appears ro be an "absurdisr " common
sense while roaming through a universe of disco urse and relarion
ships thar is genuinely mystifying ro the outsider.

Very few of these koans have ever seen an English translation.
Most of the koans and all of Master Kido's comments have, to
the best of my knowledge, not even been translatec..l into modern
Japanese.
The contents of this book are extremely suggestive. lt is very easy
to be deluded into believing that one has "understood" the koan or
answer. The reader is advised to trust his or her intuition. lt is also
advisable not to read too quickly or too much at one time.
Very few of my own comments are based solely on my persona!
intuition. Most of what I have written in the commentary has been
either suggested or affirmed by Master Hirano Söjö, who went over
the Japanese edition with me and offered invaluable help in
interpreting the koans. The comments I have added deal mainly with
the philosophical background and the psychological relations
between the persons who appear in the koan in question. They are
nothing more than carefully chosen suggestions to aid the under
standing of the text. 1 would also like to acknowledge my
indebtedness to Mr. Leung Hau Yeong and Miss Carol Chinaka for
their help in preparing this translation.

THE KIDOQOROKU
The sayings of Master Kidő consist of one hundred koans selected
from var ious older sources by the Chinese masrer Kidö Chigu (Hsü
r'ang chih-yu), who lived during the Sung Dynasrv (960-1269).
Kidö added his own comments to each of the koans; after his death
the comments were compiled by the master's disciples.
ln Japan the one hundred koans of Master Kidö area part of the
koan teaching reserved for an advanced stage of the practice. They
are especially valued for their exquisite clarity, simplicity, and
aptness. Kido's comments are regarded by many knowledgeable Zen
practitioners to be the embodiment of the "perfect" answer. ln prac
tice the master gives the pupil both the koan and Kido's comment.
The answer that the pupil is expected to provide consists of a sub
stitute phrase and "plain saying": these are much later additions,
composed by the Japanese Zen master Hakuin (1685-1768) or by his
disciples. Hakuin originated the koan-teaching system in Japan, and
it was he and his school who established the sequence of koans to be
used in the training and the "correctness" of the answers to them.
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ON REVEAL/NQ ZEN SECRETS
The K idogoroku is the final part of a controversial book first
.published in Japan in the early part of this century. Entitled Qendai
Söjizen Hyöron [A critique of present-day pseudo-Zen], it was the
work of a renegade Zen monk (whose true identity may never be
known) who set out to reform what he judged to be the mora! cor
ruption and overall ossification of institutionalized Zen in Japan.
What troubled him most was his belief that many Zen "masters" of
his time were mere charlatans skilled at Zen technique but lacking a
genuine understanding of Zen teachings. By revealing the answers to
the koans used in Zen training, he hoped to undercut their position
for all time.
Although the material he revealed indicates that he had completed
the whole course of training for the position of Zen master at least
once, and had repeated parts of the course under several teachers, the
author declared that his real masters were the Chinese Zen masters of
the past, teachers such as Rinzai, Chuho, and Takusui. He con
sidered the Chinese koans to be the true Zen teaching and felt that
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t he konn svsrern of Hakuin-Zen did not convey the essence of
Buddhism. Moreover, he telt that it was being misused.
I t is the custom in Zen monasteries for novices to compile their
own notes on various koans and answers, exactly 3s they are rran
smitted in dokusan (the privare meeting berween novice and master).
Once a novice is qualified as a Zen masrer in his own right, he sub
mits his nores ro his master to be reviewed, corrected, and approved.
The pupil then vows ro keep the notes a secret and to transmit them
orily to his own disciples.
Therefore, researchers of Zen generally believed that there exisred
no written records of the koans and rheir answers. The silence main
tained by Japanese scholars and srudenrs acquainted with rhe
renegade rnonk's work effectively removed it from view. Handi
capped by their ignorance of the "accepred" answers to the koans,
most students of Zen in Japan and rhe West could only speculate on
the meaning, mood, or usage of individual koans in the framework
of Zen practice. As a resulr, many koan translations, though
linguistically feasible, have often missed the essential point. Though
many Western writers on Zen have provided poetic insight into the
meaning of some koans, their comments inevitably fai! to convey the
rooted attitudes of Zen tradition.
My decision, then, to translate and publish this book was above all
motivated by a firm conviction that it would introduce to the
Western world the clearest, most detailed, and most correct picture
of traditional Zen.

I ntroduction

The fo/loqving brie/ autobiography of T'ieh-shan /)rot ides an acrnrate pic
ture of how Zen enlightenment actually takes place. It recounts T' iehshan's persona/ experience of wu during his long striving far enlighten
ment. According to T'ieh-shan:
1

I knew Buddhism from the time 1 was thirteen. At the age of
eighteen 1 joined the priesthood ... then one day 1 read a thesis
brought by a monk from Hsüeh-yen, called "Ad vice on Meditation."
After reading it, 1 became aware that 1 had not yet reached the stage
mentioned in this book. Therefore, I went to Hsüeh-yen and
followed his instruction in meditating on the sole word wu. On the
fourth night sweat exuded all over my body, 1 felt very comfortable
and light. 1 remained in the meditation hall concentrating on my
meditation without talking to anyone. After that, I saw Miao-kao
feng, and was instructed to meditate on the word wu without a
moment of interruption, day or night. When I got up before dawn
the h1ia-t'ou (the gist of the sentence) immediately presented itself to
me. As soon as l felt a little sleepy, I left the seat and descended to the
ground. The hrw-t'oH never departed from me at any time, even while
walking, preparing my bed and food, picking up my spoon or laying
down the chopsticks. lt was with me all the time in all my activities,
day and night. lf one can fuse his mind into one whole, continuous
picce, he cannot help but attain enlightenment. Following rhis
advice, 1 was fully convinced of my actual arrival at such a state. On
the 20th of March, Master Yen addressed the congregation:
"My dem brothers, it is of no use to feel sleepy while sitting for a
long time on your meditation seat. lf you are sleepy, you should leave
the seat and walk on the ground, use cold water to wash your face
and mouth and freshen your eyes. Then you may go back to your
seat again, sitting with your spine erect, freshening your mind as if
Reprinted with permission from "Meditation of T'ieh-shoni' translaced by Chen:Chi
Chong, Philusoph, Ea,tand \Xlt'.1t (57): 340-42.'" 1957 by Urnvers1ty Press of Howo11.
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you were standing on a precipice of ten thousand measures, and take
up solely your tvua-t'ou (the gist of the sentence).• If you keep on
working like this for seven days, you will certainly come to the
realization. Ir was such an effort as this thar I made forty years ago."
I practiced according to this instruction tor some time and soon
I felt unusual improvement. By practicing in this way the next day I
felt rhat I could not close rny eyes even íf I wanted to. The third day I
felt as if my body were floating in the air. The fourth day I became
cornplerelv unconscious of anything going on in this world. That
same night I leaned upon a baluster and srood there for some time.
My mind was so serene that it was as ifit were ina state of uncon
sciousness. I collected my hua-t'ou and lost it not, and then I
proceeded back to my seat. When I was just about to sit down, I
suddenly experienced a sensation that my whole body, from the top
of my head to the bottom of my feet, was split. The feeling was
something like having one's skull crushed bv sornebody. it was also
like the sensation of being lifted up from the bottom of a ren
thousand-foor well to the high sky. I then told Master Yen about this
[indescribable ecstasy) and the non-attaching joy that I had just
experienced.

including all the ewnts. plus the main question at issue. and therefore it is a genernl
term. while "h1w-1'ou" is very specific. "Hua-1'011" denotes only the question. not the
whole story. and in most cases only the "gist," "highlight." or "tip." so to speak. of the
quesrion is implied.

not sure. I meditated thus a long time every day for almost half a
year. One day when I was boiling some herbs for a headache I recalled
a koan about Naja, in which a question was put to him by Red Nose:
"If you return the bones of your body to your father and its flesh to
your mother, where would 'you' be then!"
I remember that once I couldn't answer this question when I was
asked by the host monk, but now, suddenly my doubt was broken.
Later, I went to Meng-shan. The Master Meng-shan asked me:
"When and where can one consider his Zen work completed?"
I could not answer this question. Master Meng-shan urged me to
stress my effort on meditation (dhyana) to wash away worldly
habitual thoughts. Each time I entered his room and gave my answer
to his interrogation, he always said that I still had not got to it. One
day I meditated from afternoon to the next morning, using the
power of dhyana to sustain and press forward, until I directly reached
[the stage of) profound subtlety. Arising from dhyana I went to the
Master and told him my experience, The Master asked me: "What is
your original face?"
When I was just about to answer, the Master drove me out and
closed his door. From that time on I gained a subtle improvement
every day. Later I realized that the whole difficulty was because I had
not stayed long enough with Master Hsüeh-yen to work on the
subtle and fine part of the task. But how fortunate I was to meet a
really good Zen master. Only through him was I able to rec1ch such a
stage. Not until then had I realized that if one exerts himself in an
in.cessant and compelling mc1nner he will gain some realization from
time to time, and strip off his ignorance at each step of the way.
Master Meng-shan said to me: "This is like stripping a pearl. The
more you strip it, the brighter, clearer, and purer it becomes. One
stripping of this kind is superior to a whole incarnation's work of
another."
Nevertheless, every time I tried to answer my Master's question, I
was always told that something was still lacking ín me.
One day in meditation, the word "lacking" came to my mind, and
suddenly I felt my body and mind open wide from the core of my
marrow and bone, through and through. [The feeling was) like old
piled-up snow suddenly melting away [under the bright] sun that
had emerged after many dark and cloudy days. I could not help but
laugh out heartily. I jumped clown abruptly from my seat and caught
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But Master Yen said to me: "No, this is not it. You should keep
working on your meditation."
Upon my requesr, Master Yen gave me the words of Dharma, the
lasr two lines of which read like this:
"To propagare and glorífv the 'upgoing' affair of Buddhas and
Patriarchs
You srill need a good hammer-strike
On the back of your head."
I kept on saying ro myself: "Why do I need a hamrner ing on the
back of my head?"
I was nor ar all convinced of this. However, it seemed that there
was stíl! some slight doubt in my mind, something of which I wc1s
• "H,w-t'ou" ("the gist of the sentence"). Suzuki uses "koan exercise'' instead of
"lma-t'ou exercise" at most places in his writings. See Suzuki. Zen Buddhi.sm, p. 139.
Although both "koan" and "hua-t'ou" may be used to denote rhe "inquiry exercise of
Zen," the lntter is original and more accurate. "Koan" implies the entire Zen story,

Master Méng-shari's arrn with my hand and said to him: "Tell me,
teli me! What do l lack? What do 1 lack?"
The Master slapped my face three tirnes, and I prosrrared myself
before him three times. The Masrer said: "Oh, T'ieh-shun, it has
raken you several years to get here!"

"No Way"
One day Buddha saw Monju [a legendary Buddha
representing wisdom] standing ourside the gare. He said,
"Monju,, Monju, why dori't you come in?" Monju said,
"There is no 'way' outside the gate. Why do you ask me
to corne in through the gate?"
MASTER KIDÖ

You have raught me much.
MASTER HAKUIN

Every end is exposed.
Every thing is real.
!'LAIN SAY/Ny The Buddhist law cannot be individuallv practiced no
marter how grear a person may be. Even with Buddha, the faith of
the ten disciples, the five hundred Arhats, the king, the minisrer, the
leaders, rogerher helped in effectively bringing forth fruit.
ln search of enlightenment, onc depends on oneself and not on
ot hers. but in saving and helping people, it is necessary to rely upon
the efforts of others.
NOTE: Monju represents a Zen attitude. When Buddha calls him to
"enrer t he gate" (this term ~1lso means to "enter the religious order"
or "practice Buddhism"), he declines, rhereby suggesting that the
moment one points ar "the way" one has lost ir.
ln raking the place of Buddha and thanking Monju for his
teaching, Kido reaffirms Zen as the "gareless gate." Hakuin's sub
stitute phrase echoes Monju's saying, suggesting thar there is no
place from which to enter for we arc already in. The plain saying,
however, in distinguishing between "enlightenment" and "the prac
tice of Buddhist law," somewhat modifies the "anarchistic" tendency
of the koan. Enlightenment-the realization that "everything is
real"-depends on the self, but its effective "working" (or function)
in "saving and helping people" requires the formation of a religious
community with its _master-pupil, priest-parishioner rel8tions of
mutual dependence.
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3

Yesterday, Today
A non-Buddhist asked Buddha, "What did you preach
yesterday?" Buddha said, "] preached on permanency."
"What did you preach rodav?"
"] preached on impermanency."
"You preached permanency yesterday, whv did you
preach impermanency today?"
Buddha said, "lt was permanent yesterday, but it is
impermanent rodav."

NeverSaid a Word
Before Buddha entered nirvana, Monju asked him to
preach again. Buddha scolded Monju and said, "I have
lived in this world for forty-nine years c1nd I have never
said a word. Now you ask me to preach again. Do you
mean 1 have preached before?"
MASTER KIDÖ

Monju says, "Buddha tries to be kind to the very !ast."

MASTER KIOÖ

The nori-Buddhisr looks back and leaves.

MASTER HAKUIN

Like the lion's roar-fear not a thing.

MASTER HAKUIN

A chatterbox.
PLAIN SA YINQ: The teaching from a grear. cornpassionare hearr is
much appreciared. There are times when permanency is preached,
rhere are times when impermanency is preached. lt is like speaking
truth at cerrain times and íalse words at other times. lt has been said
since ancient times: Face a benevolent ruler with courtesy and a
tyrant with weapons. See the man, then preach "t he way." This
method of preaching is nor easily discerned by the ordinary man.

NOTE: "Preaching" is, essentially, a misuse of words. lt is not rhe
"essence" t hat matters-who knows "essences" anvwav? People do
not communicate for the sake of searching for sorne abstract
"trurh."
lt is not clear what Kido means. He may have suggested t hat the
non-Buddhisr has realized the futility of abstract speculation and, in
leaving, puts an end to his inquiry. The term "chatrerbox" is meant
to characterize people who indulge in abstract, speculative argumen
tation. The plain saying suggests that communication is not a
relation between opinions but between human beings.
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!'LAIN SAYINQ Buddha preached for forty-nine years and before
dying said, "Up tii! now I have not said a word." How much this say
ing of Buddha's shows his benevolent kindness. This !ast say111g of
Buddha's has tormcnted thc minds of the descendants-a tormcnt
so disgusting it is enough to make one vomit. But it _wus out of cOI1;
passion ::md pity thm Buddha suid it. This !ast s:1y1ng of Buddha s
will never be turned against.

NÓTE: ln "l have never said a word," Buddha suggests thut his
teaching is not to be defined as a doctrine, nor cut npart by ubstrnct
reasoning.
ln tuking the place of Monju and thanking Buddha for the
"kindness" of his !ast words, Kido implies that such a v1ew of
Buddha (i.e., Buddhism) is the gist of Zen. The "lion's roar" may
suggest Buddha's power, but it is also the moment of "no-word"
(such asin the shout "Katsu!" or in the beating w1th the stick). The
plain saying suggests how hard it is to truly understund the "not-a
word" of Zen Buddhism and how easily it is misinterprered
and misused.
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5

Preaching

Cloud

Emperor Bu of Ryo Dynasty asked Fudaishi [a Buddhist
layman] to preach the scripture. Fudaishi went up to his
seat, hit the desk once lightly with the stick, and stepped
clown. The emperor was taken aback. Later Shiko
[a Buddhist lavrnan] asked rhe emperor, "Have you
understood?" The emperor said, "No, I do not under
stand." Shiko said, "Fudaishi has finished his preaching."

The Emperor Shukusö asked his Zen teacher Etchű,
"What did you learn at [your masrer ] Eno's placc?" Etchu
replied,'"Your Majesty, do you see the piece of cloud in
the sky!" The emperor said, "Yes, I see it." Etchu said, "Is
it pinned up by a nail or is it hanging in midair!"
MASTER KIDÖ

Where is Eno7

MASTER KIDÖ

Emperor Bu says, "lr is really sornerhing rarclv hcard of."
MASTER HAKUIN

To rerrcat three steps and givc a bow of r hanks,
!'LAIN SAl'INCj: 1 am deeply grareful r o rhc compassionate hearr which
gave me rhc privilcgc of hcaring r hc nevcr-heard-up-rill-now Bud
dhisr law.
NOTE The "not-a-word" principle which is irnplied in koans 1- 3 is
dernonsrrated here in irs concrereness. The ernperor expecrs words
and insread gers the sound of r he stick.
ln his cornmenr Kidö irnplies rhar it is in this moment t har the
ernpe ror should reach underst:mding. Hakuiri's subsriture phrase
and plain saving only echo Kidö's cornrnenr.
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MASTER HAKUIN

What does that mean?
(Or, not in the Japanese edition, but used with certain masters·: Void,
formless.)
!'LAIN SAY/NQ: lt has been scventeen years since Eno died. When you

think about it, time surely flies.
NOTE A slightly different version of the same koan appears in the
first part of Qendai Sö1izen Hyöron (chapter 2, koan 110). ln that
version the emperor asks Etchü, "What sort of wisdom have you
acquired?," whereas here the emperor's question relates Erchü's
wisdom to Etchi:1's master, Eno. The emperor seems to expect a
metaphysical zinswer. ln his response Etchü ridicules the emperor's
speculative frame of mind and aims at shocking him into enlighten
ment. Some may interpret Etchü's pointing at a f!oating cloud as a
reference to "nonattachment" (to concepts), but l think it is best
tuken simply as "a cloud is a cloud." Etchü's pointing at the cloud is
not only a rejection of the metaphysical concept of "wisdom" or
"Zen," but also-as Kidö hints in "Where is Eno?"-a suggestion
that when one is facing Etchü, it is of no use to ask for Eno.
Hakuin's substitute phrase ("What does that mean?") is a way of
nullifying a futile question and driving the questioner into realiza
tion. The alternative substitute phrase ("Void, formless") does not
appear in Qendai Soiizen Hyoron but is used in its place by certain
masters. I have brought ina few of these different versions wherc the
phrase of Qendai Soii::.en Hyoron was unclear or where I felt it missed
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the point. Such versions do not appear in any publicarion but onlv
in the private notes of Zen novices or masters who have undergone
the teaching of the "one hundred koans of Master Kidö." (1 wish to
note that I did not receive rhese versions from any of the people meri
tioned in connection with the preparation of rhis translation.) The
alrer narive version of the substirute phrase seems to interpret
Erchű's "cloud answer" as irnplying mu ("nothing," "void"), whereas
the plain saying suggests the commonsense u ("is," "exisrence")
attitude to the question concerning the deceased master.

6

This Is It
Master Etchii asked Master Nansen, "Where do you
come from?" Nansen said, "I come from Kozei Oistrict."
Etchü said, "Did you bring the portrait of Baso [Nansen's
master) with you!" Nansen said, "This is it." Etchű said,
"How is it from the back?" Nansen without a word
withdrew.
MASTER KIDÖ

Nansen, with a scuff of his foot, walks away.
MASTER HAKUIN

Every spot is absolurelv real.
!'LAIN SA YINQ The more you look up at ir, the taller it gers. The

I

(

J

NOTE: Etchü, bv his trap questiori, divcrrs Nansen's Zen from

/
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more you cur ir , the harder it gets. If you think it is in the front, it is
in the back. If you rhink it is in the back, it has neither shadow nor
form. Void, formless-it is just it.

Nansen to Baso (Nansen's master). Nansen, in "This is ir." points ar
rhe actual situation of Nansen and Etchu facing each othcr and
suggests "here, now." Etchu. however, does not give up and asks for
the "back" (of the portrait); in doing so, he is testing whether
Nansen is not, after all. taken in by distinctions (as between, for
example, "front" and "back," "now" and "then").
Nansen's withdrawal may have meant his failure to escape Etchu's
trap. Kidö, on the other hand, makes Nansen walk away "with a
scuff of his foot." Through this act, Kidö seems to imp]y that
Nansen has "erased" Etchu's question, leaving no debts behind.
Hakuin's substitute phrase suggests that all questions are cut off, for
we are already where we ought to be; whereas the plain saying implies
that it is f utile to measure or define reality. As a concept it is
absolutely "void and formless"; yet as it is, it is "absolutely real."
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7

8

If That's the Way You Are

Do Not Be Deceived

When Master Mayoku came to see Master Etchű, he
waved his stick once, brought it down with a slam, and
stood directly in front of Erchű. Etchű said, "If rhar's the
way you are, there is no need for you to meet me
anymore, is there?" Mayoku waved his stick once again.

Gugunyő [an official] asked Master Erchű, "How did you
practice while you were staying on Hakugai Mountain?"
Etchü called ina child, stroked the child's head with his
hand, and said, "Ifit is alert, say it is alert. Ifit is clear, say
it is clear. From now on do not be deceived bv people."
Gugunvő was speechless.

MASTER KIDO
MASTER KIDO

Take care. Watch me.

From here on I will no longer search for Buddha.
MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

lt is righr in front of your eyes.

The affiniry grown while raising a child.
PLAIN SAYINCj: Hey. you blockhead: Can't you see I'rn right here7
PLAIN SAYINCj Ah, Erchű, truly a grear masrer under heaven.
NOTE: Mayoku rnakes a "Zen show" (of enlighrenrnenr), bur, being

roo self-conscious, he leaves no room for Erchü. Selt-realization is not
a marrer of realizing what one is, but of realizing one is not.
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NOTE: Gugunyő conceives of Buddhism in terms of "practice" or

"teaching." ln pointing at the childlike mind, Erchű suggesrs direcr
exper ience.
Kidő replaces Gugunyő, who apparentlv does nor undersrand
Etchü's meaning, and vows to adopr the "nonsearching" atrirude.
Hakuin's substitute phrase may be rneant to suggest t hat Etchű, in
clearing rhe "transcendental" haze from Gugunyö's mind, has shown
fatherly kindness.
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10

9

What Is This Called?

A Crystal Vessel Filled with Ice
Kanzan [a poet] asked Master Bukan, "If an ancient
mirror is not polished, how can it reflect the light of a
candle?" Bukan said, "A crystal vesse! filled with ice has
no shadow. A monkey reaches for the moon in the
warer." Kanzan said, "Such things do not reflect lighr.
Will you go on with your ralk?" Bukan said, "If these are
of no help, what do you want me to say?" Kanzan bowed
and withdrew.

Hotei [an eccentric figure of Chinese folklore] always
strolled around the streets, carrying a cloth sack and a
torn carpet. The cloth sack was filled with pots, bowls,
wooden clogs, fish, rice, vegetables, meat. tiles, rocks, clay,
wood, and all kinds of things. Sometimes, in a crowded
place, he would open the sack. empty it, and say, "Have a
look." Then he would pick the things up one by one and
ask, "What is this called?" The crowd was dumbfounded.
MASTERKIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

He thinks rhat by my answer he undersrands.

The ugly woman frowns.
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

lt works like the snaring of a tiger.
PLAIN SA)'/NCj: lr is like bringing out on a tray a jewel that shines

even ar night.
NOTE: ln his simile of the mirror and lighr, Kanzan conccives of r he

"rrurh" (of enlightenment) in rerrns of suhject and objecr, The simile
also implies rhar thc arrainrnent of enlightenment involves some
special effort on behalf of the subject ("polish the mirror"). Bukan,
in "a crystal vesse! filled with ice." suggests rhar the srare of
enlightenment does not enrail reflection of one enriry (such as
"trut h ") on anorher (such as r he "self"); being shadowless, it is not a
"rhing." Those who fail to undersrand t his grasp after it in vain, like
a monkey trying to carch the reflection of the moon in t he warer.
Karuan. still raken in by the dualistic thinking of his "reflection
simile." does not understand.
ln his response, Kidö takcs the place of Bukan. suggesting that
although Kanzan bowed and withdrew without pursuing the matter
further. it is doubtful whether he understood. The simile of the
crystal vesse! filled with ice beautifully expresses the "no-subject,
no-object" idea. Yet as long as it is conceived of only in the abstract
(i.e., as a concept). it is of no use. Hakuin's substitute phrase and the
plain saying praise Bukan's "working" as powerful and effective.
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To fling it into the river.
!'LAIN SAYINQ: Laying out such worthless junk-just like a beggar's
child playing around with a rice bowl.

NOTE Hotei is pointing right at it. Kido suggests, however, that
Hotei's "Zen show" is overdone. His comment refers to a popular

sa-ying: A bcautiful woman when frowning gets more beautiful; an
ugly woman who thinks she has understood the secret of beauty
f rowns and gets uglier.
Hakuin's substitute phrase and plain saying suggest the com
monsense view of the onlooking crowd: What is ugly is ugly, and
what is worthless is worthless; what is the use of playing around with
junk! Not being taken in by the show, such simplicity of mind is
·morc "sophisticated" than Hotei's Zen.
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A Few Here, a Few There
Monju asked Master Mujaku, "Where have you been
recently?" Mujaku said, "I have been in the south."
Monju said, "How is the teaching of Buddha faring in the
south?" Mujaku said, "The teaching of Buddha is declin
ing and monks hardly keep discipline." Monju said,
"How many monks are there?" Mujaku said, "Sometimes
three hundred, sometimes five hundred. lt varies." He
then asked Monju, "How are things getting on here?"
Monju said, "The people and saints live rogerher.
Dragons and snakes mingle." Mujaku said, "How many
monks are there?" Monju said, "ThrL'e-three in front,
three-three in back [i.e., a few here, a few there]."

ln stating, "Most people rnnnot rench rhar for," Kido praises rhe
"distinction-free" sr:ite of mind. Hakuin's substitute phrase also
suggests the principle of nondistinction. ln "o few here, a few_ there,"
Monju teoches Mujaku rhe "number"-namely, how to v1ew the
m;my things without being taken in by distinctions of degree trnd
value.

MASTER KIDÖ

Most people cannor reach rhis far.
MASTER HAKUIN

l learned the number jusr today.
!'LAIN SAYINQ

The vast sphere-how truly extraordinarvl

NOTE: Mujaku secrns to think that the stare of the "teaching of
Buddha" depends upon the number of monks and t heir degree of

discipline (as to the monastic law). Being too conscious of the
difference between "monk " and "lavman" he is taken in by distinc
tions (betwecn "sourh" and "north," "mony" and "few"). Monju's
answer ("The people and sainrs live together. Oragons and snakes
mingle"), rather than indirnting the stnte of Buddhism in the
"south," suggests his own state of mind. Thus, wherens the Zen
master Mujnku, in ottnching grent importonce to the monastic order,
takes n Hinayanic view of Buddhism, Monju (the Buddhn of wisdom)
represents the viewpoint of Zen. ln his nnswer ("a few here, n few
there") to the question on the number of monks, Monju suggests "it
is all the same."
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13

Teacup

Neither Too Much nor Too Little

Master Mujaku met Monju on Mount Tai. While they
were having tea, Monju picked up the glass and asked,
"Do you have rhis in the south?"

Master Nansen said, "If I were to go and se!! myself,
would there be people to buy me?" At that a monk
stepped out and said, "] would buy." Nansen said, "How
would you buy me if you were to pay neither too much
nor too little?" The monk was dumbfounded.

"No."
"Then what do you usuallv drink tea with?"
There was no answer.

MASTER KIDÖ
MASTER KIDÖ

Bow and ger up.

lf rhere is someone who would rake ir upon himself, I roo will not
hold back.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

Bow and leave.

How much is it?

/'LAIN SA YINQ: "Thank you very much for the tea and cake.
Goodbye." So saving, tak ing one's leave.

/'LAIN

The rea-glass seems to have been a rare vesse! nor usually used
for tea. Mujaku's firsr answer may still refer to the tea-glass, bur
when asked, "What do you usually drink tea with?" he apparenrlv
attaches "rneaning" to Monju's question (such as, "How does Zen
fare in the sourh?") and is thus stuck in rhe trap he himself set. As
againsr Mujaku's arrirude, both Kidő's cornrnenr and rhe cornmcnts
of Hakuin-Zen suggest a simple and narurnl "having tea" state
of mind.

People are too easily taken in by definitions. True, Nansen is a
"Zen master," but what is a naked and penniless Nansen? The monk
who volunteers to "buy" Nansen is too rash. How can he know if he
is buying a beggar or a Zen master?
.Kidö's comment seems to suggest that the problem is ;i real one
;:ind has to be faced. Hakuin, in putting a "buyer's word" against a
"sellds word," throws the bal! back to Nansen. The plain saying
rejects the problem as hypothetical and simply responds to the
prcsent master-pupil situation.

NOTE:
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SA YINQ: "Masrer, íf there is anyt hing you want done, s hall I do
it? Perhaps rubbing your shoulders?" So saying, bowing one's head.

NOTE:
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15

A Pair of Breeches

No Great Masters?

Master Nansen said, "There are the four elements [of
matrer: earr h, warer. fire, air] ín rhe body of truth
[hosshin]. If anyone can explain t his to me, I shall give him
a pair of breeches." Master Dögo carne forrh and said,
"The essence of earth is not void. Void is not the essence
of earth. This is the element of earrh. The orher three
elements are also the sarne." Nansen did nor break his
prornise: he gave Dogo a pai r of breec hes,

Mnster Obaku said, "You are all leftover-eaters! If you
walk around the world and search for truth in such a
manner,, what achievement can you expect! Do you
know that there are no more Zen masters in China!"
Then a monk stepped out and said, "Aren't there those
who walk around earnestly instructing the masses! What
of them!" Obaku said, "[ did not say there is no Zen
anymore, only that there are no great masters."

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

Döge, tapping his teeth, throws ::i pcll.

The monk says, "] shall not forget the kindness and favor of my
master."

MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

Half-praisíng, half-denouncing.
I was fortunate in meeting my mnster and receiving his instruction.
!'LAIN SAYIN(;: "Weil, well, I carelesslv ler the words slip from my

rnourh. Please excuse me." So saving. bowing one's head.
(Or, with cerrain masters-in addition to the above-one savs,
"Gratefully I accepr.")
NOTE: ln Mahayana Buddhism, and especially in Zen, u, or "marrer"

(or its four primary elernenrs), is idenrífied with m«, or "void " (the
"essenceless essence" of reality, usually synonymous with hosshin).
Dogo, in distinguishing between u and mu, goes against the accepted
doctrine, thus suggesting that he is not taken in by conceptual think
ing. lt may be fair to assumc that had Nansen preached thc separa
tion of u and nm, Dogo would have responded with the opposite
thesis, asserting that they are identical.
Kido's comment is not cle:1r, but he mny have meant to suggest
that in his answer Dögo drives nway the "evil spirits" of doctrin::irian
speculation. Hakuin's substitute phrase and the plain snying suggest
that Dogo is right to refute Nnnsen's speculation, but wrong in that
he himself speculates.
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!'LAIN SAYIN(;: Yes, l also am one of the pupils of the great master.
NOTE: ln saying that "there are no more Zen masters in China "
Obaku urges his pupils not to rely on others for enlightenment. By
intirpreting Obaku's remark as a reference to the condition of
institutional Zen in China, the monk misses the point. As against
06::iku's srntement, the comments of Kidö nnd Hakuin "nnively"
express the present m::ister-pupil situation.
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17
One, Two, Three, Four, Five
It happened when Master Jöshü was at Master Nanseri's
place. One day when Joshü was on rhe ladder above rhe
well, he saw Nansen pass bv. Hanging one foot out, he
called, "Help, help!" Nansen climbed up the ladder of rhe
well and [counting the rungs of t he ladder] said, "One,
two, rhree, four, five."
Later, Jöshü went up to Nanseri's living quarrers and
with due courtesy said, "! thank you for helping me just
now. "

A Donkey
Master Seido met the imperial messenger on the road.
The imperial messenger invited Seido to dine with him.
While they were dining, a donkey happened to bray. The
messenger said, "Priest." Seido raised his head, and the
messenger pointed at the donkey. But Seido pointed at
the messenger. The messenger was silent.
MASTER KIDO

MASTER KIDO

lt is the fault of a small official, me.

I did not do anything íor you.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

1 am not very good at responding rightly to the situation.

I feel ashamed, 1 feel asharned.

!'LAIN SAYINCj: "Weil, we!L havingsuch a rare visitor from far away, I
wan~ed to serve some delicacies, but, as you see, I have nothing
special to offer you. 1 am very sorry." So saying, bowing one's head.

PLAIN SAYINQ Hitting the floor, the wife is angry: "Only one side of
your shoulder is wet, isn'r it? If you were alone under the urnbrella,
one side of your sleeve shouldn't be so wet. 1 bet you walked home
sharing the umbrella with some good-looking woman." Husband:
"Thar's not so. The one I shared an umbrella with was your old
lover. I'rn the one who should be jealous!"

NOTE: Joshü, in his "show," calls on Nansen to "save" him. Nansen
does nor respond with a sainrlike "salvarion" act but slowly climbs
up the ladder. Nansen does nor rush to "save" jöshü, nor only
because Jöshü's call for help is a show, but because even where there
is a real need for rescue (from the bonds of karma) all one can do for
the other (and for oneself) is to walk, step by step, one's own path.
Jöshü thanks Nansen for making him realize this.
ln his comment, Kido replaces Nansen. !tis not that Nansen does
not want to help Joshu. By the nature of things, Jöshu is Joshü and
Nansen, Nansen. Nansen may feel "ashamed" (substitute phrase)
that he would not do more for Joshu (or for anybody else), but, as is
suggested in the plain saying, relations between human beings are
not of such a simple nature. By acting for oneself. one involves the
other. By acting upon the other, one finds oneself involved.
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NOTE: This koan is not quite clear. lt is obvious, however, that what
is at stake is not any "meaning" but the "working" (or function) of
the messenger and Seido. We do not know if the messenger only
w~nted to draw Seido's attention to the donkey or whether he
intended to suggest that Seido was a "donkey." ln any case, he seems
to be trying to "act Zen"; Seido's swift response puts the messenger
in his place.
Kido's comment and Hakuin's substitute phrase suggest the
messenger's failure, whereas the plain saying contrasts the
messenger's overly "clever" attitude with a more natural "inviting to
dine" situation.
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Where Do the Books Go?
Ribotsu [a scholar?] asked Master Chijo, "If it is doubt
less that Mount Shurni can contain a poppy seed, then
isri'r it talse that a poppy seed contains Mount Shurni?"
Chijö said, "People sav rhat you have read rhousands of
volumes of books, is it rrue?" Ríbotsu said, "Yes." Shijö
said, "The body is as big as a coconut. Where can your
rhousands of volurnes of books go?" Ríbotsu could but
bow his head.
MASTER KIDÖ

Give Me Back My Seed
Hőkoji [a Buddhist lavrnan] asked Master Daibai, "! have
long heard of your name [daibai rnenns "big plurn"], but
I wonder if the plum is ripe." Daibai said, "Where will
you bite first?" Hokoji said, "! shall cut everything into
srnall pieces." Daibai said, "Give rne back rny seed."
MASTER KIDÖ

To come out equally.

Ribotsu says, "! thought there was no one."
MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

lt has been swallowed.

I thought that monkeys were whire, but there are black monkeys.

/'LAIN SAYINCj: "If you wish, I will give you as many as you want." So
saying, bowing one's head.

!'LAIN SAYINCj: "Your superb view is certainly of the greatest
imporrnnce. I have nothing but admiration." So saving, bowing one's
head.
NOTE, Ríbotsu questions the validirv of the Kegon school of
philosophy which claims that all things are interrelated and even the
smallest particle holds the entire universe. ln his answer, Chijo does
not, of necessity, intend to defend the Kegon philosophy. His pur
pose is to shock Ribotsu out of conceptual reasoning. Realitv,
suggests Chijo, is not to be íigured out in terms of chest drawers (or
cells and part icles) which "conrain" things.
Ali the comments on the koan suggest Riborsu's admission of
Chijő's superb uniqueness of mind.
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NOTE, ln "l wonder if the plum is ripe," Hokoji is questioning
Oaibai's enlightenment. Daibai takes up the simile of the plum and
lays the trap of distinction ("Where will you bite first7") for Hokoji.
Hokoji avoids this trap, but Oaibai, stretching the simile ad absur
dum, demands Hokoji to return the "seed." ln a somewhat forced
interpretation, we may say that in this manner Oaibai is demanding.
that Hokoji prove his understanding (of what he is after: namely,
Oaibai's enlightenment).
Kido takes Hokoji's place and suggests that both "seeds" (Oaibai's
and Hokoji's) are ultimately the same. Hakuin's substitute phrase
seems to suggest that Hokoji, in swallowing the seed, is enlightened.
ln the plain saying, Hokoji concludes the argument, suggesting that
every point is the "essence" (or "seed"), which is to say that ulti
mately there is no "essence" at :111.
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Not a Single Drop

Cut the Head Off

Master Joshü went up to the lecture stand, looking this
way and that. Master Shuyu saw him and said, "What
are you doing?" Joshü said, "I arn looking for warer."
Shuyu said, "! haven't got a single drop here, so what is
the use of looking?" Joshü put his srick againsr the wall
and went out.

A monk asked Master Tozan, "Which of the 'three
bodies of Buddha' [sanshin] does the preaching?" Tozan
said, "With me this is always an acute problem."
Afterwards the monk asked Master Sozan, "What did
Tozan mean when he said, 'With me this is always an
acute problem'?" Sozan said, "If you want the head, cut it
off and take it." The monk then asked Master Seppo.
Seppo pressed his stick against the monk's mouth and
said, "I had been to see Tozan too." The monk was
speechless.

MASTER KIDÖ

Do not rhink you have got rhe advanrage.
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER KIDÖ

When the path of language is cur off,
The wanderings of the mind will dísappear.

1 cannot breathe.

!'LAIN SAYINQ: This rock-bottom deprh, even Buddha or Amida is
unable to know it.
NOTE: ln "l arn looking for warer." Joshu suggests rhar he is
measuring the extent (or deprh) of Shuyu's understanding. ln "l
haveri'r gor a single drop." Shuyu irnplíes that he is beyond such
rneasurernenrs, ar which point Joshu gives up the "search" and

leaves,

Kido adds a word in place of Shuyu, suggesting that Joshü's acr
does nor irnplv that he has the upper hand. Hak uins substitute
phrase seems to suggest that Joshu and Shuyu see eve to eye with
each ot her. whereas rhe plain saying says that ultimately it is impos
sible to know (or "measure") the other.
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MASTER HAKUIN

Hard pressed.
!'LAIN SAYINQ: Yes, from the top of the head down to the
toes-thorough]y through.
NÓTE "The three bodies of Buddha" comprise: (1) hosshin, the
Buddha who transcends personality and is identical with "reality";
(2) hojin, the Buddha as seen in his Pure Land (the result of many
eons of religious striving); and (3) ojin, the Buddha as he manifests
himself for the benefit of unenlightened beings (i.e., Sakyamuni, the
historical Buddha). The monk may have intended to lay a
"philosophical trap" for Tozan. Tozan's answer suggests that the
questions one raises must be answered by oneself. The monk, who
does not understand Tozan's answer, asks Sozan and Seppo for the
meaning. Sozan tells the monk that if he wants to understand the
other's mind, he has to cut off the other's head. He will achieve
nothing through argument and inquiry. Seppo silences the monk
and suggests that he himself, unlike the monk, does understand
Tozan. Yet such understanding is not the sort of thing one attains by
running around from master to master, asking for their opinion.
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Kido suggests rhar instead of speculating on Buddhist doctrine,
the monk had better be the "stick-pressed-against-the-mouth" monk
rhar he is. The substitute phrase and the plain saying suggest the
monk 's state of being "pressed" into understanding.

What Is So Hard about It?
Master Anzan went into the mill to see Master Seki
shitsu. He said. "It is not easy, is ir?" Sekishitsu said,
"What' is so hard about it? You fetch it ina bottomless
bowl and take it away in a formless tray." Anzan was
speechless.
MASTER KIDÖ

Under rhe dragon gare,
MASTER HAKUIN

Sharp-edged working.
!'LAIN SAYINQ Ah, after hardship and roil, to see a gleam of light is
really wonderful-like blessed rain in the midsr of drought.
NOTE: Anzan's saving, "It is not easy." is no more than a casual
remark said out of politeness. Sekishitsu answers seriouslv,
suggesting that if one is aware of the mu ("bottomless," "forrnless")
aspect of things, one can take them for what they are as u
("existence"): bowl and tray. Acting with this artitude, there is no
ti-fing "harci" in milling or any other work.
ln his response, Kidö (instead of Anzan, who was speechless)
highly praises Sekishitsu's saying. According to a Chinese legend, the
dragon gare (toryumon) is a high warerfall. Carps garher ar the foot of
this warerfall and try to jump to the top. The carp that succeeds in
getting to the top of the waterfall turns into a powerful dragon.
Kidö's comment suggesrs rhar Sekishitsu 's answer almost reaches the
top. Hakuin's substitute phrase and plain saying likewise imply
Sekishitsu's praise.

/
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Is That All?

Remote Question, Close Reply

One of the monks had just come back from his
pilgrimage when Master Shokei asked him, "How long
have you been away from rhis place?" The monk said, "Ir
has been almost eighr years since I left Your Reverend."
Shökei said, "What have you accornplíshed!" The monk
drew a circle on the ground. Shökei said, "Is that all? Is
there norhing besides it?" The monk erased the circle,
bowed, and deparred.

A monk cnrne to bid Masrer Seppö farewell. Seppö asked
hím, "Where will you go?" The monk said. "I shall pay
Master Kinzan a visít."
"]f Kinzan were to ask you, 'What of the Buddhism at
Seppö's place '.' how would you answer?" "If he asks me, I
will teli him-" Seppo hit hím.
Later Seppo asked Master Kyosho, "What did thís
monk do wrong that he should be beaten?" Kyosho said,
"He has been to visít Kinzan and is completely
exhausted." Seppo said, "But Kinzan is ín Setchu Oístrict
[i.e., far away]. How can he be vísited?" K yosho snid,
"Have you not heard of the sayíng 'Answer a remote
question wíth a close reply'?" Seppo withclrew.

MASTER KIDÖ

If you do not have a messenger boy at horne, you cannor be a
gentleman.
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER KIDÖ

If your view is the same as your reacher's, rhen you are only half as
good as your teacher. If your view surpasses thar of your teacher's,
then you are capable of passing his teaching on.

Without the slightest fault.

Since I am already too old, from now on would you
take care of things!

PLAIN SAYIN(;:

NOTE: The monk, in drawing the circle, suggests his understanding

of mu or ku ("emptiness" or "void"-the principle of
essencelessness). When asked for something "bevond" t hat, he erases
rhe circ]e, suggesting thar he is nor raken in by any principle (even
thar of "no-principle"). Ali the comments praise rhe rnorik ,
suggesting that he is a worthy pupil of his masrer.
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MASTER HAKU!N

lt is very true and correct.
·PLAIN :iAYINQ I shall never forget your kim! fovor to me.
NOTE: Seppo is not interested in what the monk would teli Kinwn

werc he to be .isked :Jbout "Seppo's Buddhism," but in the
immediate response of the monk to Scppo himself. However, rhe
monk "exhausts'' himself with .in unnecessary "thought visit'' to
Kinzan, who h:1s, in foct. nothing to do with the Seppo-monk situ,i
tion. He thus folls into the trnp of the "remote question" ,ind foils to
answer with .i "close reply." No m'1tter what one discusses. the
problem is never in 8ny "subject" (of conversarion) hut :dw:1ys in
the people who talk to one another.
Kido's commcnt and H8kuin's substitute phrase suggest Kyosho's
praise for realizing where the real problem lies. As for the plain S8y
ing, it is not clear who is th,inking whom.
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25
Faceless?
Master Seppö bade Master Tözan farewell. Tözan said,
"Where are you going now?" Seppö said, "] am going
back to the mounrain."
"Which way did you corne?"
"! carne by way of Hien Mountain."
"And now which way are you headed?"
"! am heading for Hien Mountain."
"There is someone who does nor head for Hien Mounrain. Do you know hím?"
"! do nor."
"Why do you not know hirn?"
"He has no face."
"Since you do nor know thc mari, how can you know
rhat he is faceless?"
Seppö was speechless.

ln his response, Kido, instead of Seppo, attempts another answer
to the question "Why do you not know him7," but this approach is
also too speculative. Here, Kido seems to have fallen into the same
trap. Hakuin's substitute phrase ancl the plain saying suggest the
moocl of mu.

MASTER KIDÖ
To see nor wirh the eye.
MASTER HAKUIN
Take off evervrhing, completely exposed.
PLA/N SAY/NQ: Whar clear weather! Brighr skies-no wind, no
clouds, no mist. Nor a single rabbir's hair disrorrs the vision,
NOTE: The one "who does not head for Hien Mounrain" is Seppő's
"rrue narure" (mu or ku-"nothingness" or "voíd"). Seppö's answer
would have been perfect had he insisted t hat he did not know. But
by defining "nothingness" (or "voíd") as "faceless," Seppö makes a
distinction berween the «-Seppő, who has a face, and the "faceless"
mu-Seppo, thus proving that his understanding is only theoretical.
ln "How can you know that he is faceless?" Tozan tries to shock
Seppo out of the "philosophical trap" into which he has fallen.
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26

27

What Ways Are There?

A Message

Masrer Kuzan carne to see Masrer Seppö, The moment he
enrered t he gare. Seppö grabbed him and said, "Wh8t is
it?" Kuzan was enlightened. He raised his hamis, waving
them abour. Seppő said, "ln what way did you come to
undersrand?" Kuzan said, "What wavs are there?" Seppö
acknowledged Kuzari's enlightenment.

Master Reiun asked a monk, "Where are you going?" The
monk said, "! am going to Master Seppő's place."
"! have 8 message for Seppo."
"Then please give it to me."
Reiun took off his shoe ;:ind threw it in front of the
monk, who then left.
Seppo asked the monk, "Where have you come from?"
The monk said, "From Reiun."
"Is His Reverend well?"
"He asked me to relay 8 message to you." S;:iying thm,
the monk took off his shoe and threw it in front of
Seppo. Seppo was silent.

MASTER KIDÖ

Kuzan says, "Masrer, you have never chcored rne."
MASTER HAKUIN

To bow and withdraw.

MASTER KIDÖ

!'LAIN SAY/NQ: The rugged m unrains are rali, the vasr sea is decp,
the pillar stands. the thresholc.l lies. My eyes dori'r stand and my nose
dcesri't lie on its side, you know.
NOTE: The koan should be clear in itself. ln Kidő's comment and

Hakuiri's subsrirure phrase, Kuzan thanks his masrer Seppő for his
teaching. The plain saying suggesrs the nature of the enlightened
srare of mind.

1 take your coming from afor into consideration.
MASTER HAKUIN

When you come once again, it is for no other reason than the misty
rain of Ro Mountain and the tide of Sekko River.
l'LÁIN SAYINQ: Without thinking of the very long distance, you

honored me with your visit. After such a long journey, you must be
cxhausted. Ple::ise rest yourself for a while.
NOTE: Reiun and Seppo must have been close friends. The "shoe
rnessnge" seems to be Reiun's restriction-free way of greeting Seppo.
The monk who unhesitatingly conveys Reiun's "message" ::ippears to
hL· no less qu::ilificd to enter the spirit-free "shoe-throwing club" of
the two.
Kido suggests that Seppo, instead of hitting the monk for his
"ruc.leness," lets it go ::it that. H::ikuin's substitute phrase, in
suggesting the visít to ::i fomiliar place, echoes the mood of Reiun's
"message" to Seppo. The plain saying suggests Seppo's unc.lerstand
ing of Reiun's "message" and his ::ippreciation for the monk's w::iy of
conveying it.
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29

28
Perjectly Imperfect
One dnv Master Chokei held his lecrurc in thc hall.
When everyone had garhered. he dragged our :i rnonk
arid said. "Let us all bow ro this monk." Then hc added,
"Whot mer irs has t his monk, thar ni! of u h uld be
made to bow to him?" The people were silcnt.
MASTER KIDÖ

Where Does It Come From?
A nun made a gift of a china bowl to Master Reiju. Reiju
held the bowl up and said, "Where does it come from?"
The nun said, "lt comes from Tei Oistrict." Reiju
smashed the bowl. The nun was speechless.
MASTER KIDÖ

[ do not understand what Your Reverend me,ms.

Ali righr1 Ali rightl Ali right!

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

lt is a pity that this vesse! does not encounter someone who can
oppreciate its value.

Driitsuchisho Buddha [;i lcgendruv Buddha who mcdirnrcd for a very
long rirne wirhour attaining cnlighrcnrncnr] ar in rncditar ion for ten
kalpas [eons]. As much n hc practlced, the truth [of Buddhismj did
nor appear. lr is not there. "The wav" [of Buddhism] cannor be
atrained.

!'LAIN SAYINQ You say that such rude behavior is swift, sharp
working? You think Buddhism is such a dumb, stupid thing as that?
You're wrong-Buddhism is not only roughness alone.

NOTE: Why should one philosophize on rhe "essenceless essence" of

SA YINQ: E erything in the universe (in rhe heavens-the
sun, the moon, tar, wind, cloud, min, snow, hail, mist; on the
earth-mountain, river, plain, turtle, snake, grass, dusr, man, beasr),
each and every thing ernirs great light. Gonbei is Gonbei and has his
meríts, Tarösaku is Tarősaku and has his meríts, Osan, Oume, fried
bean paste, leftovers-each as it is, is perfect as it is; nothing is
missing.
!'LAIN

rhings (mu or ku) whenever one is asked a simple question? There is
nothing wrong in the nun's commonsense answer to Reiju's ques
tion on the origin of the bowl. However, as the comments suggest,
the nun should not have been taken aback by Reiju's "show." Were·
she less obedient and simply more natur;il, she would have
recognized rudeness for what it is and responded in accordance.

NOTE As che koan's title suggests, if the monk were "perfect," he
would not be worth bowing to. lt is not that one shou[d worship the
"imperfect"; what matters is that everything is what it is, and should
not be thought of as orherwise.
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30

31

Trousers Made by Mother

Words

Master Ungo was told t hat there was a monk living in :1
herrnitage at t he foot of a mountain. He ordcrcd his
attendant to take a pair of trousers to the monk. The
monk said, "l have trousers made by my mother." and
declined the gift. Ungo made the attendant go back and
ask, "What did you wear before your mother W3S bor n?"
The monk was speechless.

0as~er Unmon had once quoted Master Baso as saying,
Da1ba [Aryadeva, the founder of the Daiba sect] treated
all word~ with respect; this is an important thing." Then
Unmon said, "This is a fine saying, only nobody has
asked me anything." At that a monk asked, "What is the
Daiba sect?" Unmon said, "There are ninety-six heretical
schools in India, and you belong to the lowest one."

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

Who dares abuse rhese trousers?

To bow and withdraw.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

ln cornplete nudity, tark naked.

A white horse among reed flowers.

PLAIN SAYINCj Spreading out rhe sleeves of the rnonk 's gown, saving,

!'LAIN SAYINCj:

1 too am one among the Buddhas.

"This worn-our gown is also a gift from my dem master."
NOTE: When the m nk declines Ungc's gift. Ung responds
mit, suggesting t hat the m nk i overlv arra he I t
his morher

wirh
(and

consequently to himself). The monk' rcjc ti n f Ung ' gift of
rrousers is sirnple and sponranc us, bur wcrc he irnplc nnd spon
raneous in a somewhat less resrricrcd manncr. he could, with the
samc easiness of mind, accept it as well.
Kido implics thut Ungo's "befort· mothcr's birth" qucsti n is a
trap. After all. all the monk wants is to wcar thc trouscrs madc by his
rnother and to be !dt alone. ln this, however, Kido al suggc t that
had thc rnonk been of tougher mcttle, he would not havc Í:1llcn into
Ungo's trap. Hakuin's substitutc phrase and thc plain ,;1ying also
seern to suggcst the monk's direct and imrnediatc attitud' tow:ml
things. With one's mind "stark naked" thcrc is n n..:ed for
unnecessary speculation. What is de;ir to one is lk1r :ind rh:1t is :dl
there is to it.
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NC_::T!'. Daiba (Aryadeva) was the disciple of the philosopher
NagarJuna (end of the second century A.O.), the originator of the
Sunyata ("void") school of Buddhist thought. The term "Daiba sect"
refers to one of the branches of the Sunyata school; a more common
name (of Chinese origin) for this sect is "Sanron sect." Zen, in its
cloctrinal aspect, is greatly influenced by Nagarjuna's philosophy,
whose. essence is the rejection of the affirmative-negative mode of
reasornng and the identification of samsara with nirvana (or "the
;;orld ~~~ it is" with "enlightenment"). ln his saying, Unmon
pra1ses the Da1ba sect philosophy but at rhe sarne time lays a trap
by demanding that his listeners "ask something" about it. The monk
f~lls into the trap :ind asks for the "essencc" of the Daiba teaching. ln
h1s a,~swer to the rnonk, Unmon irnplies that no matter how "impor
tant words are, to be taken in by words (i.e., to use them for
absm.1ct speculation) is the "lowest" state of hurnan existence.
ln his cornment Kidö replaces the monk and thanks Unmon for
his teaching. Hakuin's substitute phrase seems to suggest that when
the enlightened one uses words, there is no distinction between
"right" usage and "wrong" usage ("like a white horse among white
flowers"). The plain saying suggests that the monk, being himself
Buddha, does not go wrong, and thus neither do we.
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32

33

TheSame?

Where Do You Come From?

Master Unmon asked the head monk, "Is the earth, with
irs mountains and rivers, the same as you, or is it
different from vou?" The monk said, "lr is the same."
Unmon said, "The life of all creatures, such as moths,
bugs, and ants, is it the same as yours, or is it different
from yours?"
"The same."
Unmon said, "Why are you contradicting yourself?"

Masrer Unmon asked a monk, "Where have you corne
trorn?" The monk said, "! have just returned from a
pilgrimage [ to the shrines of the Zen patriarchs]." Unmon
said, "You are fooling me." The monk said, "I really did
take él pilgrimage." Unmon said, "You do not even keep
the five prohibitions." The monk was speechless.
MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

I have just entered the Buddhist order.

The head monk's tongue hangs out [in surprise]; he srands aside.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

Just where is the false word?

The coral branches reflect the moon.

!'LAIN

PLA/N SAYINQ: Lowering the head, retreating rhree steps, shouring,
"Awesome! Awesome!"
NOTE: The monk understands rhe principle of "u nirv with narure"
onlv as an absrract concept. Unmon uses imple I gic t Jrive the
monk out of his philosophical stare f mind. Thc m nk idcnrifics
himself with both physical objccts nnd living being . Hc thu claims
to be a mountain and a bug at t he sarne timc.
Kidö's comment and the plain saying suggest the effcctivcnc of
Unrnori's treatrnent. Compared with the rnonks superficial under
standing, Hak uin's substirure phrase suggests the principlc f unity
of everything in :1 more delicate and profound way.
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SAYINQ(only with certain masters): What's wrong?

NOTE: Unmon suggests that in his pilgrimage the monk keeps only
the form (bowing one's head in front of the patriarchs' shrines). The
monk, who does not understand this suggestion, insists rhat he did
take a pilgrimage. To this Unmon answers that the monk does not
even keep the five Buddhist prohibitions (not to take life, not to rake
w!.at is not given to one, not to commit adultery, not to tell lies, and
not to drink intoxicants), suggesting that the monk is lying.
Kido suggests that the monk has learned from Unmon what real
practice means. The comments of Hakuin (substitute phrase and
plain saying), however, assume a defiant attitude, suggesting there is
rcally nothing wrong with the monk.
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34

35

N ever Practiced Zen?
Master Sekken asked a monk, "When you stop at the
forest in the evening, where will you leave in the rnor n
ing?" The monk said, "[ have never practiced Zen."
Sekken said, "You will go to hell alive." The monk said
nothing,

Get Out!
Master Sekken asked a monk, "Where have you come
from recentlv?" The monk said, "Nö Oistrict." Sekken
dragged a boy to his side, slapped him once, and shouted
at hirn, "Get out!" The monk was speechless.

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

Who is not benefited bv such benevolence!

I have practiced here and rhere, bur this is rhe first time that I have
met as great a master.

MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

Help! Help!
The eyes of a sage.
PLA/N SAYINQ: Weil, well, thank you very much for your kind
ness. Tomorrow morning, with you r permission, I s hall make my
departure.
NOTE: ln saying "! never pract iced Zen" rhe monk rej~cts Sek~;~·s
trap question, irnplying rhat he will not be taken m bv the way" (m
its conceprual sense). But when Sekken suggests that the monk ~dl
go to hell," the monk íails to find a suitable response, thus provmg
that he is not reallv distinction-free.
. .
The plain saying describes the acrual situation of the pilgrirn, thus
providing the answer to Sekkeri's firsr questi?,n; whereas rhe su~;
stitute phrase suggests the suirable response ro You will go to hell.
Kidö's response is a praise of Sekken.
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PLAIN SAYINQ: I have heard that you area great master; now, having
met you, I know you are exceptional.
(Or, with certain masters: 'Tm sorry, I'm sorry." So saying,
retreating.)
NOTE: The monk may really have come from No District, but his
way of answering seems to be a response to Sekken's question, not
to Sekken's quest. The monk thus appears to be no more than a
medtocre practitioner. Since the monk does not relate directly tci
Sekken, Sekken avoids the monk and instead hits the child and
drives him out.

Ali the comments to this koan suggest Sekken's greatness. lt
should not be assumed, however, that the monk's answer in itself is
wrong. When one has come from Nö District, it is only natural to
say that one has come f rom Nö District.
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36

37

Change or Not?

Extraordinary?

Kanbunkö [a Buddhist writer] asked a monk, "I have
heard that you lecture on the thought of [öron [a text

One ?ay Master Rakuho heard an attendant say, "The
teachmg advocated by Söjö [i.e., the 'Shironjü' school of
M_ahaXa~~- ~hought] is really extraordinary." Rakuho
sa,d, Soio 1s extraordinary, but in a word, he did not
unde,~stand our founder [i.e., he did not understand
Zen]. The attendant was speechless.

consisting of four treatises on Mahayana doctrine written
bv Söjö]. Is that true?" The monk said, "Yes." Kanbunkö
said, "According to [öron, there are four things that do
not change. Is thar so?" "Yes," replied the monk. Kan
bunkö then hit the teacup and broke it, saying, "Does
this one change or not?" The monk was speechless.

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

BeC1t the grass, frighten the snake.

lf you do not experience a thing, you will nor gain a bit of wisdom.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

Open the mouth, and the guts are revealed.

Go out with raised fist.

PLAIN SAYIN(}:

PLAIN SAYIN(}:

Great, grear! While you're at ír. pick up the rubbish

too.
NOTE: Generallv speaking, rhe "[our unchangeables" relare to the
Buddhist law, Although the [őron belongs to the Sunyara ("void")
school of thought, in which the idea of "unchangeable subsrance" is
rejected, the very principle of essencelessness is in itself something
one is liable to be taken ín bv. Seeing the reacup break, how can rhe
monk deny change, ver, lecturing on the "unchangeables." how can
he admit it? Thus, in breaking the teacup, Kanbunkő acrually breaks
the morik's "philosophy."
ln his comment, Kido explains the "work ing" (or function) of
Kanbunkő's act. The meaning of Hakuin's substitute phrase is nor
clear. The plain saying disregards the "meaning" of thc acr and
responds with enlightened common sense to the teacup-hrc;1king
situC1tion.
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Excuse the comparison with the founder.

NOTE: This koan is similar ín meaning to koan 31 "Wo d " B
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38

39

Where Do the Buddhas Go?

Loose or Tight

A monk asked Master Nan-in, "Where do all the
Buddhas go?" Nan-in said, "If they do not go ro heaven,
they go to hell." The monk said, "How abour Your
Reverend?" Nan-in said, "Don't you know where this old
rnan will end up?" The monk was about to speak when
Nan-in struck him on the mouth with his stick. Then he
called the monk to come nearer and said, "Acrually, :vou
should have done ír." and hit him once again with his
stick.

When Master Shintenkyo was the head monk at Master
Kisü's, he was asked by Kisü, ''] have heard that you
always teli people the story of the woman brought out of
her_trance ... Is _that true?" Shintenkyo said, "No [nm]."
~1su sa1d, Is 1t thm you are loose, or is it that you are
t1ght? Why do you say 'no'?" Shintenkyo said, "lf he is a
true Zen monk, he does not lack salt and sauce." Kisu
ordered his attendant to teli the monk in charge of cook
mg to prepare only plain white gruel for the next day.

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIOÖ

The monk, instead of being confused, look wit h rhe eye, poinrs with
the finger [at Nan-in].

(Only wirh certain masters) To snarch the food from one srn.rving.
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

The ungrateful will not give up old debts.
Yu District is srill all righr. lt is the people south of the river who
suffer the most.
(Or. with cerrain rnasrers: Time waits for no man.)
!'LAIN SAYlNCj

Quite old, already fifty-five or so.

NOTE: When asked, "Where will Nan-in end up?" t he monk should

strike. Since he does nor act swifrlv enough, Nan-in hits him insread.
The first hit is rhus the answer ro the question. The second hit is for
not hitting Nan-in,
Kidö's response suggests the "here, now" answer to the question
"Where will one end up!"; whereas the plain saying responds to the
question through the ordinary language of common sensc. The first
version of Hakuin's substitute phrase suggests that thc m nk tarted
well (in "How about Your Reverend!") but endcd badly (in
hesitating to answer Nan-in's question). The second versi n implies
the monk's foilure in missing the moment of response.
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!'LAIN SAYlNCj

Don't be conceited.

NO_:IT The story of the _woman appears in part I of Cjendai Sojizen
Hvoron: _A woman_ was s1tt111g near thc seat of Buddha i11 deep con

tt'mplat1011. MonJu, the Buddha of wisdom, could 11ot get her out of
her contemplation despite all his efforrs. But Momyo, a bodhis:-mva
of lower ra11k, Just snapped his fi11gers once, a11d the woma11 woke
from her co11templatio11 and stood up.
Monju's i11ability to arouse the woma11 from her contemplation
may be tnterpreted as irony toward the "rra11scendental." Monju
dwells 111 the "higher spheres" above and beyo11d the "trivialities" of
the n~tural realm,?f cause a11d effect. Although the "high-ranked"
!;lonJu and :,h_e . low-ranked" Momyo are "the same" in being
rnl1ghtened, 1t ,1,s. after all, Momyo and not Monju whose enlight
enment 1s of real working."
The discourse betwee11 Shintenkyo and Kisu is omewhat unclear.
lt seems, however, th;1t the problem is not whether Shinte11kyo tells
~.he _sr~r'. of the woma11 .~r 11ot; his answer of nm mea11s "11othing" or
vo1d (111 the sense of null and void"). Reacting thus, Shi11re11kyo
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irnplies the tomi rejection of words, suggesting thar for the
enlightened, even the koan is superfluous. Kisu does nor approve of
Shintenkyo's "looseness" and proves his point by feeding him plain
white gruel.
Ali the comments echo Kisu's reproof of Shintenkyo. Shintenkyo
in his "looseness" takes away even rhar which is most necessary. ln
his conceited "treedom" he is, thus, actually too "tighr."

40
Halfway
A monk came to bid farewell to Master Sek ísö. Sek iső
asked him, "Will you go by land or by sea?" The monk
saíd, "When I see a boat, I shall go by boar. When I see
land, I shall go by land." Sek iső said. "! think you will
find it a bit difficult halfway." The monk was silent.
MASTER KIDÖ

ln emergency and grear danger, 1 will not forger whar you told rne.
MASTER HAKUIN

1 will never forget rhese words.
!'LAIN SAYINCj:

Patting one's head, saying, "Yes. 1 will nor forget."

NOTE: This koan srr ik es a sirnilar note to the previous koan. ln his
prete nse of "spontaneous response to the situarion as it presenrs
irsclf." the monk is overplaying his Zen. Being free does not of
necessity imply making no plans. lf one goes on a trip, one simply has
to decide whether to go by sea or by land. There is nothing wrong in
making plans, provided one is not taken in by one's own decisions.
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41

42

HalfaMan
Master Meishö went to Master Tan. Tan said, "ln learn
ing [Zen], you have to go to a place even if there is only
one man there. You have to go even if only half a rnan is
there." Meisbő said, "Let us not ask about the place with
one mari, but what is the place wirh half a man?" Tan was
silent. But he later sent a young disciple to ask Meisho.
Meisho said, "So you wanr to know whar half a mari is!
You too are only playing with mud."

I Will Have Nothing to Do with Buddha
A monk knocked on Master Kakurin's door. Kakurin
asked, "Who is it!" The monk said, ''A monk." Kaku
rin said, "Even if Buddha comes, not to mention a monk,
I will have nothing to do with him." The monk said,
"Why will you have nothing to do with Buddha if he
comes!" Kakurin said, "There is no room for you to
stay."

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

Tan says, "I must bow to thank you."

The selling of my sheets was not in vain.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

Indeed a great master.

To come despite the long distance.

PLAIN SAYIN(; Even one like me becomes a reacher of men and gods.
NOTE: ln his saving, Tan advocares thoroughness in pursuing "rhe
wav." However, his reference to "half a mari" (i.e., an impcrfect
master) proves t hat he is taken in by evaluarion. Tan tails to look ar
himself. ln his answer ro Tan's disciple. Mcisho suggesrs rhar rhe one
who occupies himself with "rneasuring" or hers is himself no more
rhan "halt a man."
Kido's comment suggesrs Tan's acceprance of Meisho's rebuke.
Hakuin's substitute phrase is a praisc of Meisho, whereas the plain
saying seems to suggest that Tan, being himself a Zen master, should
realize that comparisons and evaluations are of no use.
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PLAIN SAYIN(;: Longing for your high virtue, 1 have e me from far

away.
NOTE: The monk should have introduced himself in a simpler way.
Kakurin may have to deal with "monk" or "Buddha" when reading
the sutras or holding a lecture, but what is the use of opening one's
doar to an abstract entity7 ln contrast to the monk's behavior, the
comments suggest the natural attitude of a pupil who comes to ask
for the teaching of a master.
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43

44

Dim-eyed, Deaf, and Dumb

What Does the Text Explain?

Never in all his life had Masrer Shinken had an atren

Once there was an old man who ::isked 8 Buddhist
schobr, "Of the so [notes that expbin a classic text, e.g., a
Buddhist sutrn] and thc sho [notes thot further expbin
the soJ, which is broader in meaning!" The schobr said,
"Sho explains the so, and so expbins the text." The old
man said, "What does the text explain!" The schobr was
speechkss.

danr. A cerrain Buddhist scholar asked hirn, "Your
Reverend is advanced in yenrs now. Why dori't you take
on a young monk to attend vou?" Shinken said. "lí you
know of anvone who is dim-eyed. deaf,
him for me." The scholar was speechless.

and durnb. get

MASTER KlOÖ
MASTER KIDÖ

I cm do rhe sweeping for you.

If you reuJ it. you will understand.
MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

Of whar use are the blind!

The sun rises in the east and at night sets in the west.
/'LAIN SAYINCj: I arn norhing buta clumsy blockhead. bur plcase feel

free to use me.

PLAIN SAYINCj: If you go at it slowly, you will unclerstand.

NOTE: Seeing,

NOTE: Scholars are inclined to forget rhe language that refers to the
world and overly occupy themselves with the language rhat deals
with language. As the comments suggest, there is nothing wrong
with books, provided one is not taken in by overspeculation.

hearing, and speaking are índispensable for rhe
managernenr of daily affairs, bur it is through rhese very foculties
rhat "defilernent" enters. There is nothing wrong with the senses
thernselves: it is only their misuse thar concerns Shinken. He is thus
not Iooking for a saintly. pure person but for a perfectlv simple one.
Kidö's comment and the plain saving suggest rhe simplicity of
mind Shinken is seeking. The defiant attitude of Hakuin's substitute
phrase seems to miss the point.
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Who Rang the Bell?

Spit at Buddha

One day Master Yűsei rang the bell for lecture. When
everyone had gathered, he asked, "Who rang the bell?" A
monk said. "The ino [the title of rhc monk in charge of
formai functions such as chanting the surras, ringing the
summons bell]." Yüsei said, "Corne íorwnrd." When the
monk drew near, Yüsei gave him a slap. Then Yüsei
returned to his room.

Once there was a monk who accompanied a Buddhist
priest [not of Zen] to a Buddhist rernple. There the monk
spar ar the statue of Buddha. The priest said, "You have
little sense of propriety! Why do you spit ar Buddha!"
The monk said, "Show me the place where rhere is
no Buddha so that I can spit there." The priest was
speechless.

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDO

Astonishingly well done.

A fierce fellow indeed!

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

To grip strongly, leaving no escape,

lt is better not to slander him.

PLAIN SAYINCj Oh, [ didri'r know rhar ar all.

!'LAIN SAYINQ: What a blind wretch!

NOTE This koan strikes the sarne nore as koan 42, "[ Will Have
Nothing to Do with Buddha." Asked for one's ident irv, one should
respond not with one's title bur with one's narne. ln slappíng rhe
monk, Yüsei had delivered rhe lecture of the dav.
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NOTE: Kidö's comment ::ind H::ikuin's substitute phr::ise suggest the
pr::iise of the monk, whereas the pl::iin s::iying refers ro the priest's lack
of underst::inding. The monk 's beh::ivior, however. is somewhat
artifici::il. The identic::il theme of the "s::imeness" of Buddha and the
world is suggested in koan 53, "Tell Me Where I Can Sit," ina more.
natural way.
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Bow to this Dog

Familiar Places

Once there was a monk who went to visít Master Suigan.
Suigan happened to be out, so he went to see the man in
charge of the ternple. The man in charge said, "Have you
mer the masrer already?" The monk said, "Not vet." The
man then pointed to a dog and said, "You want to see rhe
master, don't vou? Then just bow to this dog." The
monk was speechless.

Once upon a time some Koreans came to Sento Oistrict
[in China] to have the statue of Kannon [Buddha of
Mercy] carved. When the statue was finished, they tried
to lift it onto the ship but found it unmovable. lt was
thus sent to be worshipped at the Kaigen Temple in Mei
Oistrict.
Later someone raised the following question: "A
Buddha should show himself anywhere, so why did the
holy statue refuse to go to Korea!"

MASTER KIDÖ

Purting Suigan clown is okav.

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER HAKUIN

lt is difficult to forget familiar places.

One finger pointing ar rhe dog, the orher pointing ar rhe man in
charge-to lenve,

MASTER HAKUIN

!'LAIN

SAYINQ: When the master returns, please give him my regards.

NOTE: Like the previous koan, rhis koan also suggests the theme of

the "sameness of everyrhing." But here again rhe "Zen show" of the
mari in charge is somewhat overdone. Suigan and the dog may
ultimarelv be t he "same." bur it is no use soying to the dog what one
inrends to say to Suigan.
Kido has, of course, nothing against Suigan. ln his responsc, he
humorously suggesrs thar as long as it is Suígnn and nor hirnself who
is idenr ified with a dog, hc does not mind. Huku ins subst irurc
phrnse suggests rhat if Suigan is "the same" zis the dog, so is the rn:m
in chargc. The plain saying implies how the monk should havc
responded had he not been taken in by the dog.
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A stupid bírd does not leave its nest.
/'LAIN :iAYINQ:

No matter how old one gets. home is always dear to

one's heart.
NOTE: The legend of the statue of Kannon Buddha that refused to
go to Korea echocs the attitude of the Chinese to Korea (anc.l any
othcr "barbarian" country). lt is less clear what its purposc as a
koan is.
As Kido's comment and the plain saying suggest, perhaps the koan
means to imply that though things may move frorn place to place,
what is essential does not change. However, this should not be raken
as a suggestion of any "immutable substance."
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Lift the Cloak

B itten by a Dog

[Enös masrer decided rhar Enö would rake his plare :1s rhe nexr
Enö his clonk and bowl.
However. the orher monks opposed Enö. nnd he was forced to lenve.
Nem Mount Daiyürei r hey caughr up wirh him und ar ternpt ed to srcal
rhe cloak and bowl. But when they tried ro grab r hc cloak :ind bowl
uwnv, they could not lift them. Eni5 larer ser tled on Mount Sokei.J

[This koan is related to the following legend: There wns a golden bird
who always devoured thc dragon's offspring. Being m a \oss. the
drngon wenr to_ seek the aid of Buddh;:i. Buddha removed his own
gown and gave tt to the dr::igon. saying. "If you wem this, the goldcn
b,rd wtll not be able to harm you." The drngon asked for many more
gowns to protect all of the dragons. However. Buddha said that this
one gown could be endlessly divided and even a small thread would
protect the dragons from the golden bird.]

rnasrer. and, as proof of rhe aur hor irv, he gave

Once there was o monk who went to Mount Sökei to
see Mester Enö's cloak and bowl. There, 8 monk in
charge took the cloak up and said. "This is whar monk
Myo at Mount Daiyűrei could not lift up." The [visit ing]
monk said, "Then why is it in your hands?" The monk in
charge was speechless.
MASTER KIDÖ
The one who loves sees it and calls it "love."

MASTER KIDÖ
A sweet melon is sweet clear through.

MASTER HAKUIN
(Only with cerrain masters) To take off the cloak
!'LAIN

Once there was a monk who. rnrrying the food-alms
b?wl, went to the house of Dn old man. There he wo.s
~itten by o dog. The old mon s,1id, "If 8 drngon has even a
single threod on him, the golden bird will not devour it
Your Reverend is fully cl,1d in the holy gown. How com~
you were bitten by a dog?" The monk w,1s speechless..

MASTER HAKUIN
Unexpectedly I met up with trouble.

SAY/NQ: I'm just a guard.

NOTE: The hisrorical background of this legend cenrers around rhe
division of Zen into the northern and the southern sects during the
seventh century A.D. Zen chronicles written on the process that led
to the split report various dramatic events which assert the superi
ority of Enö (638-713) over his rival and fellow novice Jinshll
(606?-706), the founder of the northern sect. The purpose of this
legend is apparently to assert Eno as the legitimate successor of his
master, Gunin (602-674).
Kido's comment suggests that foith is of a subjective nature and
thus cannot be criticized by rhose who do not share it. Hakuin's suh
stitute phrase and the plain saying take the position of common
sense; the substitute phrase suggests that a cloak can of course l:,e
moved; whereas the plain saying suggests the simple responsc of a
guard who is not supposed to speculate on points of doctrine but
only to take care of the objects he is in charge of.
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/'LAIN

SA Y/NQ My, thar's a strong dog!

NOTE: The old man suggests that what is "perfect" (i.e„ enlightened)
should not, by its nature, be affected by worldly causes (the Jog's
b~te). A d1~ferent koan on the same theme appears in part ] of Qendai
Somen H:voron (koan 143). ln that koan it is suggested thar it is a mistaken concept of "enlightenment" to conceive of it as deliverance
f rom troubles and patn.
The same idea is exp~essed herein Hakuin's substitute phrase and
the pla111 saytng. Kido s comment suggests the answer rhe monk
sho~!d have g1ven to the old man. This phrase is raken from rhe say
tng Gall IS b1tter to the roor, melon is sweet clear through." ln
~nsw;,nng th~s, Kido may have meanr to suggesr rhat the monk's
„way 1s ~. b1tter one and that it has nothing ro do with the
sweetness of the golden bird legend.
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How Old Is Monju Buddha?

Not Enlightened?

Once 3 benefoctor went to 3 rernple to give 3 doriation ?f
money to each rnonk according to his age. The mari m
charge of the temple said to hím, "Please put one sha:e
of your donation before the ho!y starue [~f Mon~u
Buddha]." The benefactor said, How old 1s Monju
Buddha?" The man in charge was speechless.

A certain parishioner asked a head monk to hold the
opening ceremony of another temple. Master Shintetsu
heard of this and said, "Thot is all right. lt is only too bod
thm he is not enlightened." The head monk heard this,
put on his attire, and left for the temple. Shintetsu, who
was olready there, drove the head monk out with his
stick.

MASTER KIDÖ
MASTER KIDÖ

Bending the fingers. showing the count.
How could I dare go against my master?
MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

Go and ask Monju's arrendanr.
"Have a taste of it!" So saying. chasing away with the stick.
Bending the fingers-with the„ right hnnd counting,
"One, rwo, rhree, four, five, six, seven, ten ; wirh the. leír h~nd
counting. "One, two, three, four. fi~e, six , seven, eight, mne,
thírreen." Opening borh hands, saving. I thought.tt was gomg t o be
eight and instead it was ten. I thought it was gomg to be .ren at~~
instead it was rhírreen, I don'r know whar in the world 1s gomg on.
!'LAIN SA YINQ:

NOTE The benefoctor who is nor raken in bv Monju's "hohness"
ironically asks for the age of Monju. By rhis he impltes that h1s c.i7cern is only with human beings. All the commrn~s offer poss1 e
answers to the benefoctor's trap-question on MonJU s age.
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!'LAIN SA YINQ: For now, I will be leaving on a pilgrimage. When I
come back, I heg your guidance.

NOTE: Since we do not know the background of this ko::in. its
me;ming is not quite cleor. lt may be foirly assumed, however, thnt
Shintetsu's woy of dealing with the monk implies in n p:1rndoxical
Zenlike w::iy his recognition of the monk's cnlightenml'llt. Kido's·
comment and Hakuin's plain snying suggest the monk's acccpt;mcc
of Shintetsu's outhority, thus implying that thc rcL1tions betwcen
the two were those of rnaster anJ Jisciple.
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Tell Me Where I Can Sit
There was once a Taoist priest who came to a Buddhist
temple and sat with his back to the statue of Buddha. A
monk said, "You Taoist, don'r you turn your back _on
Buddha." The Taoist said, "The virtuous Buddha exists
everywhere. Tell me where I can sit."
MASTER KIDÖ

1 forgat that you are of a different religion.
MASTER HAKU!N

Holding Rag and Broom
Master Suibi asked Master Tanka, "What is it like to be
the teacher of Buddha?" Tanka said, "You yourself are
the teacher of Buddha, so do not take yourself lighrlv.
What are you doing holding that rag and broorn?" Suibi
retreated three steps. Tanka said, "Wrong!" Suibi
stepped forward. Tanka said, "Wrong!" Suibi raised one
foot, swung himself around, and was gone. Tanka said,
"Ir is good as far as it goes, but tor Buddha's teacher it is
not very pro per."
MASTER KIDÖ

Are not Buddha and Miroku [a legendary Buddha of the future]
right there?

Wrong! Wrong!

PLAIN SAYINQ: Ah, ir's you! Won't you come in and have some tea?

MASTER HAKUIN

NOTE Like koan 46, "Spit ar Buddha," rhis koan echoe~ the theme
of rhe "sarneness" of Buddha and the w,orld. (~r rurvana an?
sarnsara). But whereas in koan 46 the monk s ~p1ttmg at ~ud~~a s
starue appears to be no more than a "Zen show, the Taoist s sitting
with his back ro rhe statue has a greater appeal because of irs narural
simplicity.
.
h
k h
ln Hakuin's subsritute phrase, the Taoisr teaches t e_ mon t e
"Buddha is everywhere" principle, rhus proving thar Zen 1s also to_ be
found among non-Buddhísrs. Kidö's response and the plain say1~g
suggest the attitude the monk would have taken toward the Taoist
visitor were rhe monk not such a narrow-minded fanatic.

Don't think that you have got the advantage.
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PLAIN SAYINQ Looking left and right, saying, "Wrong! Wrong!"
NOTE: Suibi is searching for the "noblest existence." Tanka suggests

that it is right where one is, yet at the same time he lays a trap for
·suibi. "Things as they are being the noblest existence" does not only
mean that everything is "pure," but also that rhe "pure" is
everything as it is. ln other words, it is not that Suibi is Buddha but
that Buddha is Suibi. By saying "Wrong! Wrong!" Tanka drives
Suibi to his wits' end.
Rather than commenting on the koan as a whole or providing an
answer where one failed to respond, Kido hereafter suggests a more
fitting phrase for the master (or the one with the upper hand). ln this
koan Kido's response ("Wrong! Wrong!") replaces Tanka's !ast say
ing, which does not seem sharp enough to K ido. A similar example
of such extreme employment of "Wrong!" rnn be found also in part
l of Qendai Söjizen Hyöron (koan 100.) Hakuin's substitute phrase
suggests that being the "teacher of Buddha" does not mean that one
is in any way better than one is. The plain saying is an imitation of
Kido's comment.
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How about Yours?

One

Master Seidő, carrying a message from his teacher Master
Baso, arrived ar Master Erchű 's place. Erchü asked hirn,
"What is your teacher's Buddhism like?" Seidö walkcd
from the west side to the east side and stood there. Etchü
said, "Is there no more besides rhis?" Seidö walked from
the easr side to the west side and stood there. Etchű said,
"This is Baso's [Buddhism). How about you rs?" Seido
said. "] have told Your Reverend already."

A monk drew four strokes in front f Master Baso, with
the top stroke being long and the lower three being short.
He said, "Without saying that one stroke is long :ind
three are short; leaving all words; cutting out all
arguments-please, master, answer." Baso thcn drew onc
stroke, saying, "Without saying one stroke is long and
three are short, I have answered you."
MASTER KIDO

MASTER KIDO

When Baso is asked to answer, he says, "Whew That was clos~!"
1

Seidö in the end savs, "When leaving, I was told to bring back
a reply."

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

The balmy breeze comes from the south,
Halis and chambers grow slightly cool.

Then going out.
PLAIN SAYINQ I am just a messenger.

If I only receive your reply, rhat

is fine with me.

PLAIN SA YINQ 1'11 also be fifty-five this year.

NOTE ln his walking response to Etchü's question concerning the
"Buddhism" of his rnasrer Baso, Seidö implies, "Ir is here. it is t here,
it is not in any particular place." When asked about his own
"Buddhism," Seidö suggests that it does not differ from that of
Baso's.
Kido feels rhat Seidö's last answer is roo abstract and suggcsts rhat
Seidö ignore the Buddhism-talk and simply refer to the business he
came for. If Buddhism is the "here, now" siruation, then all Seidő
has to do is to deliver Basc's message and r eceive Etchü's reply.
Hakuin's substitute phrase and the plain saying are only an imitation
of Kidö's line of comment.

NOTE: The monk demands that Baso define different thing wirhout
making distinctions. By drawing the one line (yet referring to the
three) Baso provides the monk with the distinction-free answer he is
seeking.
This answer seems too speculative to Kidö. Therefore, he suggests
that Baso ignore the paradoxical requirement and simply say that he
will not fal! into the monk's trap. Hakuin's substitute phrase
suggests "everything as it is is in perfect order" as an answer to rhe
monk. ln this enlightened commonsense state of mind, the "many"
are still there, but they are no longer differentiated or speculated
about. The plain saying strikes the same note, but it is a more direct
response to the monk's question: asked to deal nonspeculatively with
"numbers," one simply gives one's age.
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Understood

You Are Rough, I Am Rough

Masrer Nansen said, "Masrer Baso said rhar the mind as it
is, is Buddha. But I do not think so. 1 say it is not the
mind, it is not Buddha. lt is nor an object. Is there anv
fault in my saving that?" At thar Masrer Joshü stepped
out, bowed, and withdrew. Then a monk asked Joshü,
"What did Your Reverend mean when you bowed?"
[öshü said, "You ask Nansen." The monk repeated his
question to Nansen, "What did Joshü mean just now?"
Nansen said, "He understood whar I rneant."

When Master Kisu was weeding, a Buddhist priest [not of
Zen] c_a~e to see him. Suddenly a snake w:1s seen passing
by. K1su cut 1t m two w1th his hoe. The priest said, "]
have heard. of the name of Kisu far a long rime, but in
real1ty he 1s only a rough [preceprs-violating] monk "
Kisü said, "You are rough, 1 am rough."
·
MASTER KIDÖ

A good intention is not always rewarded.
MASTER KIDÖ
MASTER HAKUIN

To sit facing rhe wall.
This stupid guy!
MASTER HAKUIN
l'LAIN SAYINCj: You srill haven't figured it out? What a nuisance!

The arrow passed Shinra [i.e., it is too late].
/'LAIN SAY/NCj: No matter what you sav, it is too late.
NOTE: ln his saving, Nansen suggests thar no matter how cleverly

NOTE: As Kidö suggests, Kisu may be "rough" in violnting the
~uddh1,~t prece~ts and killing the snake, but the priest i 170 less
rough for fadmg to thank Kisu for this act of kindness. Hakuin's
subsrnute phrase and the plain saying are directed at thc prie t.

words are used, things as they are cannot be defined in words. At this
Jöshu bows his understanding. The monk who is asking for the
"rneaning" fails ro ger an explanarion from [öshű and Nansen. If he
does not undersrand, no words will help; if he does, he will bow
himself.
Kidö feels rhar in "He understood what I meanr," Nansen made
use of words too much, for the monk rnay still be taken in bv
"undersranding." He suggests instead the silence of Zen meditation.
Both Hakuiri's substitute phrase and the plain saving suggest that,
unable to keep up with the moment, words are always "too late."
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Host and Guest

Please Help Me

One dav Master Rimai went to the rown of Kafu. When
the host Ojöji asked Rimai to take his eat, Master
Mayoku stepped out and asked, "Kannon Buddha has a
thousand hands and eyes; which is the eye proper?" Rin
zai said, "Kannon has a thousand hands und eyes: which
is the eye proper? Say it, quick! Say it , quick!" Mayoku
dragged Rimai down from his sear and seated himself.
Rinzni drew nem and said. "How are you doing?"
Mayoku was abour to sav something in reply when Rimai
dragged him down from his sear and sat clown again.
Mayoku then went out and Rimai stepped clown from
his seat.

,?

One 8Y when everybody was gathered, Moster Seido
~aid, The cause and effect relation [i.e., k:Jrmic causality]
1s clear-cut.
What shall we do about ,·r1"
.
. A mon k- came
out, his hands touching the ground. Scido s ·J "Wh
.
d . i" Th
a, .
m
hr~ you „0m?.
e monk said, "Please help me! Please
e~ ~e.1 Se1do said to the people, "This monk ;ilmost
got 1~- '.he,;nonk, with a sweep of his sleeves, went away.
Sfe,dho 5?1d,, The worms ms,de the !ion feed on the flesh

o t e !ion.'
MASTER KlDO

When rhe monk leaves with ae sweep o f h.is s \ eeves. say, "Don't
trample over people's fields."

MASTER KIDO

ln place of Rinzai's "How are you doing?" say, "You crook! Get up
and get outi"
MASTER HAKUlN

MASTER HAKUIN

An even-in-broad-daylight rhief.
!'LAIN SAYINCj Glaring angrily, "That son-of-a-bitch' R

agam!"
To overturn

.

.
·Jd
unnmg w1

rhe Zen seat.

PLAIN SAYINCj: Hurry up and move! That's my sear.
NOTE: Mayoku asks Rimai for rhe "absolutc truth" ("the eye
proper"), ar which point Rimai throws the sarne question back ar
Mayoku and urges him to answer quickly. Mayoku asserts himself
through act ion, and Rimai swiftly responds through action.
Through this exchange, the problcm of "truth" (or "essence") may
not have been solved, but the relation (or "working") of the two as
"host" (subject) and "guest" (object) is made clear.
ln his comment Kido suggcsts that insread of responding with rhe
same action of "dragging clown from the seat," Rinzai might have
done better had he acted somewhat differently. A "Zen show" is no
different from any other show; if thL' story repeats itself too often,
one gets bored and leaves (as Mayoku actually does).
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NOH]
·
from:
k n wa Jk'
. mg on a !! . tours,
the monk suggests that "liberation"
d
darbm\ is not ach1eved through its transcendence. lf one is
oome
Y . arma to be reborn as a beast, one simply ha ro lead a
~e?stl1kehex1shtenceh. ln his !ast saying, Seido praises thec monk' for
em_g ~ig t w ere e 1s supposed ro be.
K1do suggests that instead of the metaphorical "J1·on" s .
S . Jd
d·
1
aymg, e100
respon more irect y to the monk's st~te of "b .
b
"
H k · '
b ·
.
e1ng a east.
a um s su st1tute phrase is a praise of the monk's bold"
k· ".
whhereas kt\1ebplain_ saying echoes Kido's comment. in respi~di~nggt~
t e mon s eastl1ke state.
0
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He Cannot Make a Living

This Matter

Masrer Ungan asked Master Hvakujö. "Why are you trv
ing so hard?" Hyakujo said, "Ir is for someone." Ungan
said. "Why don't you let him take care of hiruself?"
Hvakujö said, "He cannot make a living."

Masrer Sankaku said, "If you are to discuss rhis matter,
the mornenr you raise your eyebrows, you have alrendy
missed it." At that Master Mayoku came forward and
said, "Let us not ask about the raising of eyebrows, but
what is 'this matter'?" Sankaku said, "You have already
missed it." Mayoku then upset the Zen seat. Sankaku
beat him.

MASTER KIDÖ

Since olden times it has becn a noble existence.
MASTER KIDÖ
MASTER HAKUIN

lt is like Fudaishi [a Buddhist layman ].
PLAIN SAYIN(j:

lt is extremely sreep, there is no way of gett ing close.

NOTE By "sorneone" Hvakujö implies the original mu (or kii) self.
One's true nature may be the "no-self," but speaking common sense,
it is Hvakujö and not "not-Hyakujö" rhar has to make a living.
Kidö's comment is intended ro replace Hvakujö's lasr phrase. Kidö
seems to ironically suggest thar in matrers of everyday lífe the "noble
existence" of the "ma-self" viewed on its own (i.e„ separate from !!) is
not of much use. Hakuin's substitute phrase, referring to Fudaishi
(A.D. 497-569) is nor clear. The plain saving suggests r har it is hard
to reach the realizaricn of "selflessness": it thus seerns ro foll inro t he
trap of taking Kidö's ironical comment at irs face value.
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Where Mayoku first asks, say, "Bite the bit, carry the saddle
fi.e., be a horse]."
MASTER HAKUIN

There is not a hair's space.
/'LAIN SAY/N(j:

There is not even a crevice.

NOTE: ln "the moment you raise your eyebrows, you have already
missed it," Sankaku suggests that when there is even the lightest
movement toward argument or discussion on the meaning of Zen
("this matter"), one is already in the wrong. Mayoku attempts to
draw Sankaku into "talking on Zen"; Sankaku suggest that in so
doing Mayoku himself has fallen into the trap he has set. ln the
upsetting of the Zen seat and the beating, Mayoku :md Sankaku try
to assert their Zen through action.
lnstead of Mayoku's question on "this matter" Kido suggests that
Mayoku show indifference to having "missed it." If words are so
dangerous, then we are all trespassers doomed to be rl·born into a
"lower" existence. Hakuin's substitute phrase and the plain saying,
on the other hand, echo Sankaku's severe attitude thar in Zen there
is no place for words.
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So I t Is like This

The Not-Knowing of Knowledge

Master Tőzan came to see Master Roso. After having
bowed, he stood beside Roso. A lirtle while larer, he went
out and then returned again. Roso said, "It is just like
thar, it is just like that. So it is like this." Tözan said,
"There is someone who does not agree." Roso said, "Why
do I have to lisren to your arguments?" Consequently
Tözan practiced under Roso for several months.

Maste_r M~zuhoshinzö said, "The not-knowing of knowl
edge 1s d1fferent from the not-knowing of no-knowl
edge." Master Nansen said, "If that is so, hearing your
words I have for the first time understood half."
MASTER KIDÖ

N::insen says, "With six ears there can be no secrets."
MASTER KIDÖ
MASTER HAKUIN

Where Tözan speaks, sav, "! carne to see Your Reverend despite rhe
dangers I faced on my way."

Saying yes, saying no.
!'LAIN SAYINQ: Even if you agree, !'11 disagree.

MASTER HAKUIN

Fire goes where ír is dry.
Water flows ro where ir is damp.
!'LAIN SAYINQ: Desiring to practice under Masrer So-and-so, rhe
greatest teacher under heaven, I came all t his way with singleness of
mind. I plead for your benevolent and cornpassionate guidance.
NOTE: Töcan's "show" expresses his hesiration whether to stay and

pracr ice under Roso or to leave and search for anorher master. When
Roso (in "It is just like rhat") implies rhar he knows whar Tözan's
problem is, Tözan denies it. Roso's cutting off of rhe argument seems
to have made Tözan sray.
Cornpared with Tőzari's "show," Kidő's comment and the plain
saving respond with a more natural att irude of seek ing for a master:
whereas Hakuin's substitute phrase suggcsts the affinitv between
master and pupil.
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NOTE: ln ,~is_ saying, Mezuhoshinzo suggests that "enlightened
knowledge 1s not something that can be transmittcd through
words_. T~,us, such ~nowledge is, ín the usual sense of knowing, "not
knowmg. Nansen s ::inswer implies that though Mezuhi5 hinzö mriy
not have sa1d what Zen is, he has made clear what it i not.
. lnstead of Nansen's phrase Kido quotes a popular saying which
1_mpltes r_hat Zen 1s not the sort of thing that can be madc a subjecr
f9r publ1c talk. Hakuin's substitute phrase and pbin riying suggest
the non-Zen-1,ke nature of public discussion.
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66

HowMany?
Hökoji [a Buddhist layman] asked Master Seihö, "How
many miles are there from here to the peak?" Seihö saíd,
"Where have you beeri?" Hökoji said, "You are really dit
ficult to bend. Even my question failed to trap you."
Seiho said, "How many are there?" Hokoji said, "One,
two, three." Seihö said, "Four, five, six." Hokoji said,
"Why don't you say seven?" Seihö said, "The moment
you say seven, eight will follow.'' Hökoji said, "Oka~;
okay." Seiho said, "You can add as much as you like.
Hökoji then shouted, "Katsul" Seihö also shouted,

"Katsu!"

Here You Are, Old Cow!
Master Isan saw [the nun] Ryutetsuma coming, so he
greeted her, saying, "Here you are, old cow!" Ryütetsuma
said, "Tomorrow there is going to be a dinner meeting at
Mount Tai. Is Your Reverend going?" lsan lay down ina
sleeping posture. Ryütetsuma then went out.
MASTER KIDÖ

Ryutetsuma says [instead of leaving], "There is nothing grcat enough
to reward my master sufficiently."
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER KlDÖ

ln place of Seihö's shout, sav, "Hökoji has always been one of grear
wisdom."
MASTER HAKUIN

Drums are played on the sourh mounrain.
Dances are performed on rhe north mounrain.
PLAIN SAYIN(;

If there is water-mind, there is fish-mind [i.e., scratch

my back and 1'11 scratch yours].
NOTE: Hökoji asks Seihő for the extent of his enlightenment, ar
which point Seihö (in "Where have you been?") throws rhe bail back
ar Hökoji. When both realize that the other will not deal with
"measurements," Hokoji and Seiho play the "number game,"
delighted with their mutual understanding that this has nothing to
do with what they started talking about. As there is no laughter
strong enough to express this spirit-free encounter, the two conclude
it with a roaring "Katsu!" Ali the comments suggest the harmony
between Hokoji and Seiho.
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To lie on the bed ina sleeping postu re.
!'LAIN SAYIN(;: Even if she is a nun, do not take her lightly.
NOTE: From lsan's calling Ryutetsuma "old cow" we should draw no
other „conclusion but that she was old and far. ln his "sleeping
show, lsan suggests that he could not care less about the dinner
meeting at Mount Tai.

ln his response Kido suggests that Ryutetsuma thank Isan for his
teach.ing. The plain saying is not intended as a rebuke to lsan for his
"roughness" but as a praise for Ryütetsuma. While there is perhaps
no room to criticize her, it is not quite clear from the koan why she
deserves praise.
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68

Lejt-turning, Right-turning?

Smooth, Swift

Master Shiko asked [the nun] Rvütersuma [temima
means "iron mill"], "I have long heard of your narne. but
I wonder if what I have heard is true." Rvütetsurna said,
"lt is perhaps a litrle exaggerated." Shiko said, "Is it leír
turning or right-turning?" Rvűtersuma said, "Do nor mix
things up." Shiko beat her.

There was a monk living ina herrnitage at the foot of rhe
mountain of Master Isan's monasrery. Master K yözan
[Isari's disciple] went ro rhis monk and quoted Isan as sav
ing, " 'Many people have smooth working, but not swift
working.' This is what Isan says; whm does it mean?" The
monk asked Kyözan to repeat. So K yozan repeated it once
again and was kicked in the chest by the monk. K yözan
went back and told Isan the whole story. Isan laughed
heartily.

MASTERKIDÖ

Rvűretsuma says [insread of "Do not mix things up"], "It is a good
thing that others do not know."

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER HAKUIN

When Kyozan was kicked, say, "[ thought you had ncver seen Isan."

Where the in ["darkness"] and
good view.
PLAIN SAYIN(}:

yo

["light"] do not reach. there is a

Even a Buddha is not able to know.

ln his first saying Shiko refers to the connotat ion of power
("iron") in the nun's name. Since Ryűretsuma does nor deny the
praise implied in Shiko's greeting, Shiko rackles her thr'.::_ugh rhe
"rnill" part of her name. ln "Do not mix_thing _up," Ryutetsuma
suggests that she will not be taken in by Shiko. Shíko seems to mrer
pret her attitude as being conceited and bears her for 1t.
Ali the comments suggest that it is impossible to know what the
orher really is. Where the in and the yo do no~. reach is t~e place
where objecrive assessment is impossible. and the good view 1s thus
seen only bv the subject himself.
NOTE:
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MASTER HAKUIN

Rough!
PLAIN SAYIN(}:

You have already met the master, haven't you1

NOTE: There is actually not much difference between "smooth
working" and "swift working." The question is intended to test
whether the monk is taken in by speculation. By making K yozan
repeat the question, the monk makes K yozan fal! into the trap he
himself had set. The kicking gives Kyozan a taste of the monk's own
"working"; this action seems to gain Isan's approval. The comments
praise the monk's "working," suggesting that he knew Isan's Zen no
less than Isan's disciple Kyozan.
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Only This

NoOneSaw

Master Beirei said, "Nothing goes beyond it." At that a
monk asked, "I wonder what it is that cannot be sur
passed." Beirei said, "Only rhis." The monk later asked
Master Chökei, "Why [did Beirei sav] 'Nothing goes
beyond ír?" Chökei said, "Well, then, what would you
cal! ír?"

Master Kokei was asked by Masrer Fu kersu "Wh
BuJdhismd_was destroyed [in China, AD. 8451. ;here h:~i
our guar tan god gone?" Kőkeí said, "He was in rhe
marketplace all the tirne, only no one S"W him " F k
'd "Y ou h ave understood."
"'
. u ersu
sai ,
MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

Fukersu says. "! know you are weak."

Chőkei savs, "One who hears the sound [but does not understand
the meaning]."

MASTER HAKUIN

We meer not knowing each other.
We talk not knowing each other's name.

MASTER HAKUIN

The butterflies come and are gone, f!ying over the wall,
Making me wonder if spring is next door.

PLA/N SAYINCj: There's nothing to be done-your minds are not
strong enough to keep the faith.

PLA/N SAYINQ: Each was enough-why can't he see through?
NOTE: ln his saying Beirei refers to satori (enlightenment). The monk
does not understand, and Beirei makes his meaning clear in "Only
this" (i.e., "here, now"). Still at a loss, the monk asks Chökei; Chökei
suggesrs thar it is not the kind of thing that can be answered in
words.
Kídö's comment and the plain saying ironically írnply the monk's
failure ro understand Beirei, whereas Hakuin's substitute phrase
gives the answer to "Only rhis."
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NOTE: The koan and comments suggest that Buddhism is not
some'.hmg dependent on supernatural powers. As weak and
unrleliable as human beings may be, faith is solely a matter of self
rea 1zat1on.
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72

Today Is a Holiday

No Trace

On the day of the winter solstice [when in ("darkness") is
at an end and yo ("light") rakes over-in temples, this day
is marked bv a celebration], Master [imyö put up the
following sign in front of the rernple hall:

A monk asked Master Dogo, "The bodhisattvo [or the
enlightened one] holds no occult powers. Why is it
impossible to trace his footprints?" Doga said, "Only
those of the same way know him." The monk said, "Does
Your Reverend know him?" Doga soid, "! do not know."
The monk said, "Why do you not know?" Oogo said,
"Begone! You do not understand my words."

OOO

MASTER KIDÖ

[irnvő said, "Whoever understands rhis, is one with life."

Only because I am similar.

The head monk saw this and said, "Masrer, today is a
holiday, you k now."

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER KIDÖ

This is what Master Gensha said.

The head monk says, "! shall go clown ro the sick room for Your
Reverend."

!'LAIN SA YINQ Like the good thing that conceals its vnlue clt'i.>p
within itself and looks worthless, like a gentleman who appcars as a
fool, it is quite impossible to know the rock-bottom depth.

MASTER HAKUIN

To draw a car by copying.
!'LAIN SAYINCj Being healthy, I need medicine like a hole in rhe head.
NOTE: ln suggesting thar rhe one who understands rhe divinarion
symbol will be enlighrened, [irnvő is laying a trap. The monk who
sees through [imvő's mind suggests (ín "Today is a holidav") rhat he
is "one with lite" all right. ln modern times, divinar ion has become
sornewhar ourdared, The reader may thus repluce [imvő's sign with
any starernenr of "philosophical trurh": such a change may enhance
the koari's effcct without altering its meaning.
Kidö's comment, which replaces the rnonk's saving, is anorher
exarnple of "being one with life," everyday language. Hakuin's sub
stitute phrase and plain saying suggest that the divination sign is
meaningless and absolutely superfluous if one is in one's natural
state of mind.
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NOTE: The enlightened one, not being taken in by any one situntion,
never stops where the moment has flown on; it is thus "impossible to
trace his footprints." If Dogo said he "knew" (enlightenment), he
would have left a footprint.
Kido suggests that instead of chasing the monk away, Dogo
explain that being enlightened himself, he does not know the foot
prints of enlightenment. The reference of Hakuin's substitute phrase
to Master Gensha is not clear. The plain saying suggests the difficulty
of tracing the enlightened.
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What Will You Call It?

From Where Do You Enter?

Master Kinpö picked up a pillow and said, "Evervbody
calls this a pillow, but I say it is nor." A monk said,
"Weil, what will you cal! ir?" Kinpő picked up the pillow
again and said, "ln that case, I shall follow what
everybody else does." Then he added, "What will you mii
ir?" The monk said, "A pillow." Kinpő said, "You have
follen into my trap."

Masrer Kinzan was sitting with Masrer Seppő and Master
Ganrő. Master Tözan served them tea. Kinzan had his
eyes closed. Tozan said, "Where have you gone?" Kinzan
said, "I had entered into meditatiori." Tözan said, "There
is no door to meditation; from where do you enrer?"
MASTER KIDO

Kinzan says [instead of "! had entered into meditation"J, "! am tired
today."

MASTER KIDO

When the monk says, "A pillow," to throw the pillow righr into
his foce.

MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

To look left and right, appearing to be busy.

To lie on the bed ina sleeping posture.

PLAIN SA YINCj: I have worked so hard from early morning that I am
completely exhausted.

PLAIN SAYINCj: The east mountain [of Kvoro] looks like a rnan
sleeping under a blanket.

NOTE: Kidö's comment and Hakuin's plain saying suggest why
Tözan criticizes Kinzan. Hakuin's substitute phrase is not clear.

NOTE: Kinpő suggests that things are there to be used, not to be
named. Kido offers Kinpő a more effective response to rhe rnonk's

answer, whereas Hakuin's substitute phrase and plain saying sirnplv
suggest the form and the usage of a pillow. The same theme also
appears in part 1 of Cjendai Sojizen Hyöron (koan 41 ).
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What Is the Use of Knowing?

Where Have the Noises Gone?

A monk asked Master Gensha. "The vast, wide world is
like a bright pearl. Why dori't I know rhis?" Gensha said.
"What is the use of knowing?"

When Masrcr Gensha first carne to Hoden Disrrict all
sorts of pertormances were held to greet hím. The nexr
day he asked Priest Shoto, "Where have all rhe noises we
heard yesterday gone?" Shoto lifted the hem of his gown.
Gensha said, "That has nothing to do with it."

MASTER KIDÖ

Gensha says, "Why do you have to hun yourself?"

MASTER KIDO

MA TER HAKUIN

Shötö says, "! t hank you from the borrorn of my hcart for your
k indriess."

Wh3t is thar before your eyes?
MASTER HAKUIN
PLAIN SAYINQ: Hey, you, dori'r daydream!

A child never feels an aversion to rhe ugliness of its mother.
NOTE Does the world know itself?

lf you splir it inro ubject and

object, you only "hurr yourself." If you "duydream" about the
essence of the world, you are bound ro miss what is "righr before
your eyes."
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!'LAIN SAY/NQ: I was very forrunare to view so much.
NOTE: Gensha's question is genuine Zen inrended ro cnlighrcn
Shötö. Shoto, in a Zenlike manner, tries to suggest his undcrst;md
ing, but Gensk1 sees through him.
ln Kido's response, Shoto takes a more natural attitudc :md
thanks Gensha for his teaching. As againsr Shoto's self-conscious
min~1, Hakuin's substitute phrnse ond plain saying suggl'St rhc st:1tc
of being right where onc happens to be (in viewing perform:mccs or·
any other situotion).
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What Is the Thing You Call "Gate"?

Too Outspoken

Master Gensha and Master Jizo had a talk ín a room.
When it was late at night, Gensha said, "My atrendanr
has closed rhe gate already. How can you get out?" Jizo
said, "What is the thing you call 'gate'?"

Master Kyözan was waiting on Master lsan when sud
denly the cry of a bírd was heard. Isan said. "It says it as it
is." Kyözan said, "Do not teli it to other people." Isan
said, "Why?" Kyözan said, "Ir is because it is too out
spoken." Isan said, "Lors of doctrines are refuted by
K yőzan." K yőzan said, "What is all this refutation busi
ness?" Isan knocked on his Zen sear three times.

MASTER KIDO

J iző says, "We are lik e father and son."
MASTER KIDO
MASTER HAKUIN

Father and son are singing in harmony.
!'LAIN SAYINQ:

Weil, then, let's lay out the mattress.

NOTE ln his answer to Gensha's "gate phrase" Jizo suggests rhar he is
free enough nor to care too much about distinctions (of "l" and
"you." or "here" and "there"),
Kido's comment and Hakuin's substitute phrase echo [izö's
answer. If you do not divide the world bv putting up "gates." rhere is
reallv no distinction between "l" and "you," or "ín" and "out." The
plain saving is a "naive" response to rhe staternenr rhar rhc gare is
closed.
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Kyőzan says, "There is nothing that can be hidden from you, is
there?"
MASTER HAKUIN

The giant bird spreads its wings and flies up into the clouds which
overshadow every direction,
The whirlwind whips up the water of the four seas.
/'LAIN SAYINQ

l am very happy to see that Your Reverend is in good

shape.
NOTE: lsan suggests that the "cry-of-the-bird" Zen (i.e., "here, now")
is just it. Kyoznn ngrees but implies that being too direct, it is not
easily understood. ln "Lots of doctrines are refuted by Kyoznn," I an
praises Kyöznn yet at the same time lays a trap. If Kyoznn asked,
"What doctrines?" he would prove that he did not renlly henr rhe cry
of the bird. But Kyozan is not taken in, and lsnn, knocking on his
sent, approves of Kyozan's saying it "as it is."
Both Kidö's comment (instead of Kyözan's "What is ni! this
refutntion business?") and the plain saying imply K yozan 's ndmission
of lsan's understanding. Hakuin's substitute phrase suggests the
power and vast dimensions of the "working" of Isan und K yozan.
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I Almost Let You Go

Hits You in the Nose

Master Chökei asked a rnonk , "Where have you come
from?" The monk said, "Frorn Master Kuzan." Chőkei
said, "Kuzan had once said that he would never cross the
threshold of the srone gate [of his ternple]. If someone
asked you about that, what would you sav?" The monk
said, "Last night I srayed at Hoji Ternple." Chőkei said.
"What if I hit you right on the back with rhe stick?" The
monk said, "If Your Reverend gives me such a stroke. it
will be a praiseworrhv thing." Chökei said, "! almost let
you go."

Master Unmon asked Master Haryö, "Master Seppö had
said, 'Open the door and Daruma [Bodhidharma. the
founder of Zen] come in.' What did he mean by that!"
Haryo said, "This hits you in the nose." Unmon said,
"When Shura [a legendary god of war] losr his temper. he
grabbed Mount Shumi, went up to heaven, and con
fronted Taishaku [a legendary god, Shura' enemy].
Bur why did he have to go to Japan to hide himself!"
Hary6 said, "You had better not think of it thi way."
Unmon said, "Weil, then, what did you mean bef re by
'hitting'!"

MASTER KIDO
MASTER KIDO

Lighr the fire and play together.
Haryo says [instead of "You had berter not think of it thi, way"I.
"At such an age they should know bctter."

MASTER HAKUIN

You have really seen Kuzan.

MASTER HAKUIN

!'LAIN 5AYINQ lf you hold a feasr,

I'm always available.

NOTE: The monk refuses to be taken in by the problern of Kuzan's

leaving or not leaving his ternple and sirnply refers to his own sirua
tion. ln t har he does well. However, when Chökei offers to hit hirn,
he is too ready ro accepr
ln s pite of Chökei's suggestion that rhc monk does nor stand up to
the test("! almost ler you go"), Kido's comment and Hak uin's sub
srirure phrase both imply Chökei's acceptance of the monk. The
µlain saying echoes the monk's submissive attitude to Chokei's offer
to give him a "stick treatment."·
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Th:ink you, master, for your efforts on my behalf.
!'LAIN 5AYIN(j: Master, you are already advanced in ye:1rs, s

takl'

plcasc
care of your old bones and don't go around catching colds.

NOTE ln "This hits you in the nose," Haryo expresses thc effective

"working" of Seppo's saying. Unmon undersrnnds the "hitting"
metaphor as suggesting power and sharpness of ::iction ~rnd ridicules
Haryo through the "wars of gods" legend, suggesting thm Zen is of a
more quiet, everyday nature.
Kido offers a more witty response for Haryo th:m th:1t given in the
koan. ln this answer, he suggests the futility of overdoing things. The
same idea is implied in the µlain saying.
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I Have Not Been to the Hall Yet

It Is So; It Is Not So

Whenever anyone new arrived, Master Tözan Gy6s6
would ask, "What do you make of the storv of Master
lsan turning into a male buffalo?" No one showed any
understanding. When Master Setchö arrived, Tőzan
Gvösö also asked him the same question. Serchö said,
"He wanted to set an exarnple for those after hím."
Tözan Gyösö was about to say something when Serchö
made a sweep wirh his cushion and turned to leave.
Tözan Gyoso said, "Corne here." Setchö said, "l have not
been to the hall yet."

Master Kyozan and Master Kyogen were making rice
cakes when Master lsan came to see them. Isan said
"When Master Hyakujo was living, he knew it well.';
Kyozan and Kyogen looked at each other and said, "Who
can answer this!" lsan said, "Someone can answer it."
Kyozan said, "Who?" Isan pointed to a buffalo and said.
"Say it! Say it!" Kyözan fetched a bundle of grass while
Kyögen got a bucket of water. The buffalo bent it head
ate the grass, and drank the water. Isan said. "lt i so:
lt is so. lt is not so. lt is not so." Kyozan and Kyogen
bowed [to the buffalo]. Isan said, "Sometimes bright,
sometimes dim."

MASTER KIDO

Say [when Tözan Gyöső was about to sav sornerhing], "What did the
buffolo say 7"

MASTER KIDO

ln place of lsan's "Sometimes bright. sometimes dim," se y. "Ali
efforts are in vain."

MASTER HAKUIN

The beast!

MASTER HAKUIN

/'LAIN SAY/NQ: Turning into a buffalo and, on all tours, bellow

This one and that one have the means.

ing, "Moo!"
NOTE: By avoiding any reference to the "problern" of the koan on

Isan (whether to call Isan, reborn as a buffalo, "buffalo" or "Isan"),
Serchö escapes Tözan Gvősö's trap. He does nor wait for Tözan
Gvősö's permission and goes straight to rhe hall (to undergo the
entrance procedure to the monastery). Behaving rhus, Setchö proves
that he knows what he is there for and thar as far as he is concerned,
lsan may be "Isan" or a "buffalo," he could not care less.
Kido suggests that Setcho show his indifference to the "problem"
of Isan turning into a buffalo by calling lsan "buffalo." Hakuin's
substitute phrase and plain saying suggest a simple response to
"buffolo."
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/>LAIN SAYINCj: A sword does not cut sword, spa
water does not cut water.

L'

does nor cut spacc.

NOTE: ln "Hyakujo knew it well," lsan challenges Kyo:an ami
Kyogen to prove that they can do "it." The buffolo, in simply caring
the grass and drinking the water. is brought forth to suggL'St what
Hyakuj6 "knew." However, in bowing to the buffolo, Kyozan and
K y6gen overdo their part and thus foll into rhe danger of conf using
Zen with a buffalo. ln "Sometimes bright, sometimes dim." Isan
suggests that doing it like the buffolo does not rne;m becoming
a buffolo.
Kido goes further than lsan and ironically suggests rhat the rwo
spoiled everything in bowing to the buffalo. Hakuin's substitute
phrase and plain saying imply that using the buffolo as a "means" is
all right as for as it goes, yet turning it into the thing itself is no less
stupid than trying to kiss one's own lips.
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What Did You Say?

You Have to Make Me Beat You

Master Seppő visited Master Yusen. When Seppö was
ready to leave, Yusen accompanied hím to the gate and
saw hím get inro the sedan chair. Yusen said, "This is
carried bv four men. That one is carried by how many
men?'' Seppö leaned forward and said, "What did he
say?" Yusen repeated once more. Seppő said, "Go, go! He
does not u nderstand."

A monk came to see Master Tokusan. He suddenly drew
close, making a gesture of rushing at Tokusan. Tokusan
said, ''You are so impolite that you deserve a beating with
this stick in my hand." The monk left with a sweep of his
sleeves. Tokusan said, "I'd let it go at that, but you
got only half." The monk turned back and shouted
"Katsu!" Tokusan beat him, saying, "You have to mak~
me beat you." The monk said, "There are bright-eyed
people on every side." Tokusan said, "They are born with
eyes." The monk widened his eyes with his hands. said
"Meow," and left. Tokusan said, "The Yellow River is
clear once every three thousand years."

MASTER KIDO

ln place of Yusen repeating again. sav, "Your Reverend, please sit sr ill
in your sedan chair."
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER KIDÖ

Be careful on your way.

I'm quite accustomed to beating people, but today it just would not
work. Put someone in prison for ::i long time and he will grow cr::ifty.

!'LAIN SA\'/1\'Cj "On t he slope the sun shincs hor, ;1t Suzukn it is
cloudv heavc hol heave hol ln Tsuchivnma ir r::iins-hold it tight1
heave hol" Prerending ro ride a scdan chair. hearing r his work song
-e

[of sedan car riers].

MASTER HAKUIN

lt w::is that way. sure enough.

NOTE: ln "that onc" Yusan refcrs to rhc sedan chair viewed in its

"true narure" as mu or lrn ("nothingness" or "void "). lf Scppö
nnswererl this trap-question, he would have to deny the exisrence of
the sedan chair. Insread he rnakes Yusen repcar the sarnc nonsense
twice.
Kido suggcsts t hat Yusen could have escaped Seppö's r eper ition
trap if he treated the sedan chair as the sedan chair it is. Hakuin's
substitute phrase nnd pbin sc1ying strike the samc note in rcsponding
to the "going on ::i trip" situ::ition ina more natural way.
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PLAIN SAYINCj: What an outstanding monk! People will surely stand
in awe of him for many years to come.

NOTE ln rushing 8t Tokusan, the monk displ;:iys the "frcedom-of
mind Zen show." Tokusan understands thm the monk is no more
than a rough fellow and offers to be8t him for his impoliteness. ln
turning to leave, however, the monk goes on with his "show." By
s8ying "You got only half." Tokusan lures the monk into an inap
propriate "katsu" and be8ts him for it. To the monk's suggestion
that those who have eyes to see will admit his enlightenment,
Tokusan replies thot anyone with eyes in his head could see through
the monk. At this the monk suggests th::it if ;1]! th:it is needed to
"see" arc eyes, even a cat h;1s thcm. Tokusan concludcs thc argumcnt
by suggesting (through the "Yellow Rivcr" s:1ying) th;1t a "Zl'n show"
is a common :1ffoir, yl't the re:1! tl1ing is seldom st-cn.
ln his response Kido suggests that thc monk is thoroughly
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corrupted with faked Zen and that there is no use in dealing w!th his
kind. Hakuin's substitute phrase is not clear: whereas the plain sav
ing makes sense only ifit is taken as irony.

Listen
A monk asked Master Oojo, "Without being raken in by
the circumstances, how can one get hold of the essence of
seeing and hearing?" Oojö said, "Listen." The monk
bowed. Oöjö said, "Even if the deaf can sing a foreign
song, whether it is good or bad, high or Íow, he does not
know it of himself." The monk said, "[No marrer how
deaf one may be] rhe original essence of hearing is there,
isn't it?" Oojö said, "The rock stands in ernpty space, the
fire burns under water."
MASTER KIDO

Cal! [where the rnonk says, "The original essence of hearing is there,
isri't ír?"], "Corne and stand over here." lf he hesirates, spit at him
and drive hirn out.
MASTER HAKUIN

As expected, he could not get hold of it.
PLAIN SAYINQ:

You can't help seeing blood if you kill a man.

KIOTE: The rnonk is asking for the "original self" (or "Buddha
nature"-the source of the sense-events). Oojo. wh underst:rnds
thar the rnonk is taken in by rhe concept of a nonscn ual "cssence."
suggests that the rnonk, insread of searching for rhe "e sence" of
hearing, just "[isten." ln bowing. the monk prerends ro have
understood; at this Oojo suggests that rhe rnonk is no less "dcaf"
than he was before bowing. The rnonk challenges Oojo wirh the doc
trine that "Buddha nature" (or "enlightened li tening") is to be
found in all beings. Countering the monk's preoccuparion with
"essence," Oojo, in the "rock and fire" saying suggesrs rhe spirit-free
("not-taken-in-by-circumstances") way of "enlightened seeing."
Kido suggests a harsher way of rnaking the monk "!isten." The
plain saying echoes Kido's comment; it also advocates the stricter
way of teaching.
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One Got It, One Missed It

It Can Kill, It Can Make Live

Master Nansen said to a monk , "Since lasr night rhere's
been n nice wind." The monk said, "Since last night
there's been a nice wind." Nansen said, "The wind broke
a branch of the pine tree in front of th gate." The monk
said, "The wind broke a branch of the pine tree in front
of the gate." Then Nansen said to another rnonk , "Since
last night there's been a nice wind." The monk said,
"What wind?" Nansen said, "The wind broke a branch
of the pine tree in front of the gare." The monk said,
"What pine?" Nansen said, "One got it, one missed it."

Monju told Zenzai [::i legendnry bodhis8ttva in constant
senrch of "the way"] to gnther medicinai herbs, saying,
"Gather all that can be used as medicine ond bring them
back." Zenzai gathered every herb, rnking ench as
medicine. Then he came back and reporte 1, "There is no
herb that is not medicine." Monju soid, "Give me an herb
that is medicine." Zenzai pick d up a blade of grnss ond
handed it to Monju. Monju held it up ond howed it to
the people. He said, "This medicine can kii! m:-m; it can
also moke man live."

MASTER KIDO

MASTER KIDÖ

lnstead of Nanseri's lasr phrase, to sigh and sav, "Ah, complere ruin."

When Monju receives thc blade of grass-to sniff at it .:ind hand it
back to Zenzai.

MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

There are not two suns in the universe
Ther e is only one man between heaven and earth.

Make a sweeping mo\ll'ment with the blade of grnss.
!'LAIN SA Y/NCj:

!'LAIN SAYINQ:

Giving o sniff, saying, "Hey, this is medicinc."

There's no one I know.

NOTE: The same theme appears in part 1 of

Cjendai Söjizcn Hvöron

(koans 115 and 117). ln one of rhese koans two monks do exactlv the
sarnc thing (pulling up o curtain). yet Masrer Hőgcn savs, "One gor ir.
one missed it." Whatever Högen (or, in rhe present case, Nansen)
might have seen, we should not be taken in by the difference between
the two monks. Whether they act the same or act differently, if one
makes speculative comparisons between the two, one has fallen into
a trap.
Kido implies that both monks foiled. This moy suggest the overly
conscious Zen-like nature of the dialogue, or it may be intended os an
additional trap to the trap the reader is already in if he is breaking his
head over the difference between the two monks. Hakuin's sub
stitute phrnse and plain saying suggest a mind not split in two.
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~OTE: Zcnzai gc1thering ::dl the herbs os "mcdicinc" suggests the·
"sameness" of cverything. Monju approves of this yct ot thc samc
time implies that "sameness" is not of a static noturc. ln :is far :1s
things vriry in their "function," there is differcnce in "sameness."
Compared with Monju's somewhat conceptual ·rntemcnt. thc com
ments to thc koan imply the same idea ina more suggcstive way.
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Then Quit It

TakeMyMeal

When monk Fu first came to meet Master Seppő, the
moment he crossed the threshold and saw Seppö [he
ignored him and] he went to greet the man in charge of
the temple [usually fulfilling the janitorial duties]. The
next day he came to pay his respects ro Seppő, saving,
"Yesterday 1 did something which annoyed Your
Reverend." Seppő said, "lf you know such matters, then
quit it."

One day Master Sekitei saw an attendanr coming to the
hall with a bowl. He called, "Attendant!" The attendant
answered back, "Yes." Sekitei said, "Where are you
going?" The attendant said, "l arn going to take my
meal." Sekitei said, "Dori't 1 know that you are going to
have your meal?" The attendant said, "But what else am 1
supposed to say about this?" Sekitei said, "l am just ask
ing about your true nature." The attendant said, "lf it is
about the true nature that you ask, then 1 am actually
going to take my meal." Sekitei said, "No wonder you are
my attendant."

MASTER K!DÖ

Thousands of people come through my place.
MASTER K!DÖ
MASTER HAKU!N

Say [instead of Sekitei's !ast phrase], "lf you don't make an ther
effort to distinguish things, you will find it difficult t rea h a
conclusion."

1 am busy.
/'LAIN SAYINQ: There's no need to stay here long. 1f vou're done with
your business, hurry up and leave.
NOTE: Monk Fu, in ignoring Seppö, makes a show of "disrinct ioriless
freedom of spir it." Yet were he really free, he woulJ not bother to
break the cusrorn of greeting the master firsr. The cornrnents suggest
rhe nar u ml artitude roward an ill-mnnnered visitor.

MASTER HAKUIN

Weil, still an attendant.
PLÁIN SAYINCj: Don't take young people too lightly.
NOTE: ln Kido's response Sekitei suggests that the attcndrint's word
should not be taken at their foce value. ln this Sekitei ecm ro be
unwilling to admit he was beaten. Since the koan is perfe rly elem in
itself, one cannot help feeling that it could do without commcnts.
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Difficult to Deal With

Is It So? Is It Not So?

Monk Sai came to the hall to see Master Nichivő. Nichiyo
clapped his hands thrice and said, "A fierce tiger is r ight
outside. Who can fight ir?" Sai said. "A clevcr eagle
surges into rhe sky. Who can cntch it?" Nichiyo said,
"Both are being difficult to deal with." Sai sai l "Let us
stop for the time being, though the problem we are di cussing is not yet setrled." Nichiyő rerurned to his living
quarrers waving his stick. Sai said nothing. Nichivö said.
"I finished him off."

Monk Sai went ro Master Hyakujo. Hyakujo said, "M::iy I
ask you something?" Sai said, "! hope that s mcthing is
not words. For whar need is there to ask?" Hyakujo said,
"Annan [a state in south China] has been subdued; now
it is the north that is to be worried about." S::ii bared his
chest and said, "Is it so1 Is it not so?" Hyakuj- said,
"Anyway, it is hard to get hold of. Anyway, it is hard to
get hold of." Sai said, "If you know it, then it is all right.
lf you know it, then it is all right."
MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

The mounrnin range is long, the river runs far.
The face is that of a man, the heart of a beast.

He has the upper hand.
MASTER HAKUIN

MASTER HAKUIN

One hand raises up.
One hand puts down.

A thief is a mean person,
But his wit may excel that of a gentleman.

!'LAIN SAYIN(;: "Hnven'r I devoured you, bones and a\P What are
you st ill doing here?" So saving, glaring angrily.
NOTE: Nichiyo cornpares his Zen ro a r iger: Sni cornpares his to an
eagle. By "devouring" each ot her. they indulge in rnurual undor
standing. ln"] finished him off," Nichivő seerns t adrnit t hat Sai is
his equal.
The comments echo the sporting mood of thc two masters' giantlike contest.
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!'LAIN SAYINQ: You can't cal! it black, you can't cal\ it whitc.
NOT'E: ln "Annan has been subdued; now it is rhe north th:1r is ro be
worried about," Hyakujo suggests that rejecting "words" may have
solved one problem but created another in its place. Hyakujo rhus
implies that nrn is all right as far as it goes, but it is of no use to dis
regard the u of things. Sai challenges Hy::ikujo to r::ike hold of "Sai" if
he can. Hyakujo has to admit th::it, when things arc put this way, it is
indeed not an easy matter.
All the comments suggest the difficulty of getting hold of rhings
through "words."
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Razor

Don't Beat around the Bush

lt was before Master Sai-in became a resident priest. He
was in Kvo Prefecture when he heard the news that
Master Nan-in was going to become a resident priest.
They used to study Buddhism together, so Sai-in w~nt ~o
see Nan-in. Upon seeing him, he said, l have norhing m
particular to give you, but on my way fro~ ~ y~ Prefe~
ture l got hold of a razor produced in Koz~~ D1stn~t. T~1s
I would like to give to Your Reverend. Nan-111 said.
"You've come from Kvo Prefecture, haven't you? Then
how come you have a Közei razor?" Sai-in, with the razor,
made a slashing movement over Nan-in's hand. Nan-in
said, "Attendant, take it away." With a sweep of his
sleeves, Sai-in went away. Nan-in said, "Ha, ha! [There he
goes, there he goes!]"

Master Kegon said, "I do not want you to hold back. lf
you are true followers of Rinzai, Tokusan, Korei, Oaigu,
Choka, Sensu [Zen masters of old], you do not have to
beat around the bush. You are asked to go directly to the
point, and 1, Kegon, will give you the proof." Master
Shukaku stepped forward and bowed. Then he
straightened up and shouted, "Katsu!" Kegon shouted
back. Shukaku shouted again, and once more Kegon
shouted back. Shukaku then bowed, rose and said
"Everybody, let us look at the failure of this ~an." Thet~
he shouted one more time and went back into the crowd,
clapping his hands.
Kegon returned to his living quarters. At thar rime
Master Fuketsu was in charge of reading the sutra . Hc
went up and asked Kegon about the day's happenings.
Kegon said, "The people of Setsu [prob:1bly wherc
Shukaku was from] are bad-tempered. Today l wa
thoroughly humiliated by Shubku. Now let me gathcr
my men, give him a good beating, and chase him out of
here." Fuketsu said, ''lt is too bte to drive him riw;:iy,
Moreover, Your Reverend has been putting rhing roo
s.trongly. You asked him to go directly to the point. in e
he is a follower of Rinwi, what he did is only proper."
Only then did Kegon's anger die clown. Fuker u rhcn
went to talk the matter over with Shukaku. Shubku
said, "For what reason must you appease th,H old man?
He should have beaten me with his stick bcf re l asked.
Then my words would have spread. Now, ince hc did
~ot beat me up, my words will not go for." Fukcr u s;:iid,
This saying of yours has already gone far."

MASTER KIDO
Ler us have a long heart-to-hearr talk abour old tirnes.
MASTER HAKUIN
To talk intirnately of mountains, clouds, the sen, and the moon.
PLAIN SAY/Ne; A friend is someone reallv close.
NOTE: ln his quesr ion concerning the place of origin of the razor,

Nan-in misses the point. Oemonstrating the "working" of the razor,
Sai-in suggests thar "a razor is a razor." The two friends of old seem
to have seen eye to eye wirh each orher. but, as the comments suggest,
their meeting could have been less rough.

MASTER KIDO
Fuketsu says; "Brother Shukaku, what juice arl' you looking for in
the balance beam?"
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M ASTER HAKU IN

Playing with Mud

Clever, clever.
PLAIN SAYIN(; lt isri't roughness alone.
NOTE: This koan is best taken ar its face value. Kidö's comme~,t
(insread of Fuketsu's "This saying of yours has alreadv gone for )
seems to find fault with Shukaku's ambition for fame. There 1s no
use in looking for something that is not real_ ("juic_e in the balance
beam"). Hakuin's substitute phrase and pla~~ sayrn,~ suggesr that
alrhough Shukaku's Zen may be somewhat rough, his perform
ance is "clever."

A monk asked Master Yakusan, "On the plain where
shorr grass grows, there are herds of deer. What should
one do to shoot the deer among deer?" Yakusan said,
"Watch out for my arrow!" The monk let himself fali.
Yakusan said to his attendanrs, "Drag out this useless
corpse!" The monk then went away. Yakusan said, "This
fellow plays around with mud. He knows no limits."
MASTER KIDÖ

Ir is scarv living alone in an old house.
MASTER HAKUIN

What a Jonkey's hitching-post rhis is.
l'L!\IN S Y/NQ: With a surface view you can't do much.
NOTE: ln "Whnt should one do ro shoor rhe deer among deer '." rhe
monk qucstions Yak usan as to his insight inro rhc enlighrcnmenr of
his pupils. By "Wotch out for my arrow," Yakusan sirnplv suggcsrs
"warch rne" or "watch rny working." However, in lctting himsclf fali,
tht monk implics that it is hc who is "the dcer :1mong decr." Being
too self-sotisfied ("hc pbys with mud"), the monk has overpl:1yed his
game ("he knows no limits").
Kido's comment is not clear, but it may imply rhe monk's
inferiority as compared wirh Yokusan's outhority ('\m old house").
H:1kuin's substitute phrose and plain soying suggesr criticism of the
monk's "show."
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NoName

TheTop

Master Chöshi asked a monk, "Where do you come
from?" The monk said, "Frorn Köseki Hermitage on
Mount K yűka." Chöshí said, "What kind of man is the
head of your hermitage?" The monk said, "He is an old
and respectable man who followed Masrer Baso." Chőshi
said, "What is he called?" The monk said, "He is given no
name." Chöshi said, "He gives himself no narne, or you
give him no name?" The monk said, "Where are the eyes
of this elderlv man?" Chöshi said, "If the head of your
hermitage came here todav, he would have to tasre my
stick." "I am lucky Your Reverend let it go at rhar." said
the monk. Chöshi said, "It will be difficult to find such a
monk one hundred years from now."

Master Tozan asked a monk, ''Where have you been!"
The monk. said, ''I've been sauntering in the mountain."
Tözan said, "Did you reach the top of the mountain!"
The monk said, "I did." Tozan said, "Were there people
at the top?" The monk said, "There was no one." Tözan
said, "You did not reach the top." The monk said "If J
did not, how could I know that there was no one there?"
Tozan said, "Why don't you stay there for a while!" The
monk said, "I would like to stay, only someone in the
Western Heaven [Daruma] does not allow me."
MASTERKIDO

lt is not that I would not like to stay, but there are few that I kn w.
MASTER KIDO
MASTER HAKUIN

Barbarians enter China.
I am afrnid that I shall lose all my offspring.
MASTER HAKUIN
PLAIN_SAYINQ: When it comes to true nature, there is no quc ti n

acquamtance.

A mute eats a bitrer melon.
/'LAIN SAYINQ A bunch of blockheads.
NOTE: The subject of the dialogue between Choshi and r he monk is

not the head of the monk's hermitage but the Zen of the monk
himself. ln "He is given no name," the monk suggests thar the "rrue
nature" of things (mu or ku) is not to be defined. ln "Where are the
eyes of this elderly mani," the monk tries to lure Chőshi into the
sphere of u, at which point Chöshi suggests that if insread of mu
the monk had responded with u ("the head of the herrnitage"), he
would not have let hirn go.
Kido suggests that the monk is clearly distinguished (like "bar
barians in China") for the enlightened one he is. Hakuin's substitute
phrase seems to irnply that there are ways of knowing the other even
if he may not express himself in words. The plain saying appears to
be a Zen-like way of praising Choshi and the monk.
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NÓTE: "The top of the mountain" refers to the state of cnlighten
ment. ln "There was no one," the monk suggests the mu aspe t of
enhghtenment. Tozan, on the other hand, implies rhat it is better ro
avo1d the categories of "is" and "is not" where rhe "top" ic
_
cerned. ln ''.W~y don't you stay there for a while?," Tozan lay rl~e
trap of d1stmct1on (between "here" and "there"). ln his nnswer rhe
monk implies the principle of returning to the common world ( f 11).
_C~mpared with the monk's somewhat doctrinarian answer,
K1do s comment suggests the mu aspect of enlightenment in more
co~;non terms. Hakuin's substitute phrase suggests thc "there i no
?ne . state of remaining on the "top"; whereas the plain saying
1mplies that the nature of enlightenment is not to be def ined (in
terms of mu or u).
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Secret Language
Minister Seishöshő brought his contribution to Master
Ungo and asked, "Buddha has his secret language, while
Kasho [Buddha's disciple] never hides anything. What
does that mean?" Ungo then called Seishöshö, who
answered, "Yes." Ungo said, "Do you understand?"
Seishöshö said, "No, I do not." Ungo said, "If you do nor
understand. it shows thar Buddha has his secret language.
If you do understand, rhat means Kasho never hides
anything.''

WhatAre You Talking About?
When Master Tokusho came to see Master Rokumon
Rokumon asked, "Where have you recently come from?';
Tokusho said, "From Yokuin. Last night I stayed over at
Hokoji Cliff." Rokumon said, "Which of the 'five eyes'
[material eye, divine eye, eye of wisdom, of the law, and of
Buddha] is the eye proper?" Tokusho said, ''! have known
your name far a long time." Rokumon said, "What has
this place got to do with you?" Tokusho said, "What are
you talking about!"

MASTER KIDÖ

MASTER KIDÖ

(Only with cerrain rnastersl Where rhe rninistcr does nor undcr
stand. sav. "[ undcrsrand all right. lf l did nor , l would not .mswer.

Tokusho says, "A srarving man will waste no timc in choosing
his food."

'Ycs.' ''
MASTER HAKUIN
MASTER HAKUIN

1 camc especially to sel' Your Reverend.

Very brigh t.

Dazcling white.
/'LAIN SAYINQ:

!'LAIN SAYINCj: l rnme all this way, so why don'r you prep;ire

lf there were no believers, it would be too bad.

NOTE Buddha's language is "secret " only for rhose who do not

understand that "nothing is hidden." By calling "Seishőshő," Ungo
tries ro expose Seishöshö to himself.
Kido suggesrs t har in answering, "Yes," Seishöshö does undersrand
that "nothing is hidden." Hakuiri's substitute phrase suggests rhar
where Ungo calls "Seishöshő." every end is exposed: whereas rhc
plain saying seerns to imply that each. person has to answer the
problem of the koan by (and for) himself.
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something?
NOTE. ln answering that he comes "from Yokuin," Tokusho speaks
to the point. Rokumon tries to trap Tokusho in J specubtive argu
ment that has nothing to do with the situmion of Tokusho and
Rokumon focing each other. However, Tokusho refuscs to be taken
in and sticks to the business of his having come to see Rokumon.
Rokumon responds to Tokusho's mik, forgetting about thc "five
eyes" problem. At this Tokusho ironically suggests (in "What are
you talking about7") that it is after all he who is puli ing the strings.
Kido implies that Rokumon is not rnreful enough in the choice of
"means" (to test the other); whereas Hakuin's substitute phrase and
plain saying suggest the natural attitude of the "coming to see
someone" situation.
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Just a Rule-abiding Monk

NoLight

A monk brought a child to see Master Kyosho and said,
"This boy always loves to ask about the teaching of
Buddha. Your Reverend, please test him and see."
K vöshö ordered that tea be brought in. After having tea,
he handed the cup to the child. The child was about to
take it when Kyőshö withdrew his hand and said, "Now
can you teli me?" The child said, "Please ask." The monk
asked, "What do you think of this child's ideas?" K vőshö
said, "He will just be a rule-abiding monk for one life or
two."

One day Master Rasan was accompanying Master Gonr
as an atten,~ant on„ his mountain walk. Suddenly he
called out, Master! Gantő said, "Whot i ir?" Ra an
drew near, ~ow~d, and said, "Didn'r Your Reverend tav
a~ Master Tozan s place thirty years ago? And d id y u n t
d1sappro~e
!Bzan?" Gantö said, "Yes, rhar i rruc."
Rasan said, Did you not follow the teaching of Mo rer
Tokusan yet not approve of him?" Gantö said "Ye "
Rasan said, "Let us not ask about your disapp~ vol · f
Tokusa~, but what fault did you find in Tözan?" Aftcr 0
l?ng ~hde Ganto said, "Tozan was fine, only he had n
light. Rasan then bowed.

MASTER KIDÖ

~f

The monk equally hit.

MASTERKIOÖ

MASTER HAKUIN

Ganto says, "He [Tözan ] wou ld never do anything likc br oking
precepts."

One will know aírer thirty years.
MASTER HAKUIN
PLAI

SAYINCj:

Quite a smart one.
To be covered with mud.

There is nothing wrong with the child. The one who is ar
fault is the monk who confuses "chíld-rnlnd" wit h "Zen-mind."
Kyosho's lasr remark, as well as Kido's comment, is intended as a
reproof of the rnonk: whereas Hakuin's substirure phrase and plain
saving suggest a commonsense attitude toward the child.
NOTE:

l'(AIN SAYINCj To ~ay it's good or bad, right or wrong, being 'riri ol
of_ others is somethmg that should never be donc. Somcrhing tcrriblc
wdl surely befal! you.

NOTE: As Kido's_ com~ent ;:md the plain saying imply,
:int
d1sapproves of Tozan ( He had no light") bec:iuse Toz:111 w:is no
more than a rule-ab1dmg monk. Hakuin's substitute phro e suggc t
~.hat_ those ~ho keep themselves unspotted by the w rld d n r
em1t light.'
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Sources of Koans

Nerc t har the titles of r he koans in this book arc those of the
translaror. The abbreviations of rhe sources are as follows:
Cjotöegcn

Hekiganroku
}öshurob,
Kciwkuden1öroku
Ren1öeyo
Rinzairoku
Shumontöyo
Tenshökötöroku
Unmonrokti

Zokudentöroku

GE
HG
JR
KD
REN
RR
ST

TK
UR
ZD

UR is divided into par ts, The nurnbers arrached to GE. KD. REN.
ST, TK. and ZD refer ro chaprers: the other nurnbers are those of
koans in the respective sources. Where there are no nurnbers, the
sources are nor divided inro separare, nurnbered koans.
1. REN (l)

2. REN (1)
3. REN (!)
4. HG (67)
5. KD (5)
6. KD (5)
7. KD (5)
8. KD (5)
9. REN (29)
10. REN (29)
11. HG (35)
12. REN (29)
13. KD (8)
14. KD (14)
15. HG(II)
16. JR
17. REN (5)
18. KD (7)
19. KD (7)
20. JR
21. REN (20)
22. KD (14)

23. KD (7)
24. KD(l6)
25. REN (21)
26. KD (18)
27. REN (10)
28. KD (18)
29. KD (11)
30. REN (22)
31. UR (rniddle part). HG (13)
32. UR (lasr part)
33. UR (lasr part)
34. REN (12)
35. REN (12)
36. REN (20)
37. GE (6)
38. REN (11)
39. ZD (7)
40. REN (20)
41. REN (25)
42. KD (4)
43. REN (7)
44. REN (29)
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45. ST (15)
46. REN (29)
47. REN (29)
48. KD (1 )
49. REN (29)
50. ST (3)
51. REN (29)
52. REN (25)
53. REN (29)
54. ST (16)
55. REN (3)
56. REN (8)
57. KD (8)
58. REN (4)
59. RR
60. REN (5)
61. KD (6)
62. KD (7)
63. KD (7)
64. KD (8)
65. KD (8)
66. REN (7)
67. KD (10)
68. KD (9)
69. KD (12)
70. TK (16)
71. ST (11)
72. J<..D ( 14)

73. REN (25)
7-1. REN (22)
75. KD (18)
76. KD (18)
77. REN (23)
78. REN (8)
79. KD(18)
80. REN (22)
81. ST (20)
82. REN (7)
83. REN (22)
8../. REN (20)
85. KD (15)
86. REN H)
87. REN (1)
88. REN (24)
89. REN (8)
90. KD (11)
91. ST (10)
92. TK (14)
93. TK (14)
9../. HG (81), REN (19)
95. REN (19)
96. KD (15)
97. KD (17)
98. REN (25)
99. KD (1 )
100. REN (23)
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